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OIL-FREE
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Premium, clean and reliable compressed
air is crucial in many industries.
Sullair’s oil-free scroll and screw technology provides
premium compressed air to a diverse range of them,
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and many more.

Call 1300 266 773 or visit sullair.com.au
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Safe air
distribution

High air change rates
through air volumes
up to 1600 m 3 /h

above the occupied
zone

Extreme quiet due
to double silencers

HEPA-Filter H13
filters more than

99,95 %

of aerosols
out of the indoor air

NEW
Safe. Clean. Quiet.
High-efficiency filter system with two filter stages
Low power consumption with energy-efficient motors
Plug-in and it works
Available in free standing and ceiling mounted unit
Filter replacements annually

www.troxaustralia.com
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REGULARS

EDITOR’S MESSAGE

T

his year will be long remembered for many reasons…
reasons that have been disruptive, confronting,
challenging, unhealthy (in more than 60 million
cases) and tragic (in more than 1.43 million cases). It
is also a year where we have been forced to do things
differently, and had to learn how to cope with massive
change – and it has lent new meaning to old worlds
– pivot, adapt, new normal – and delivered a new
vocabulary to many of us – Coronavirus, pre-COVID,
post-COVID, pandemic.

in Australia. Thank you to our members and stakeholders for
sharing these excellent case studies.
COVID has highlighted the need for a global focus on
healthcare, yet at the 2018 IHEA / IFHE Congress in Brisbane,
before COVID was in our vocabulary, Doctors without Borders
showed us that international healthcare can cooperate
across political and social divides – something we need more
than ever before.

It is a year where healthcare has been front and centre in
everybody’s consciousness and suddenly more people are
aware of healthcare engineering and the serious role it has
to play in keeping our community safe. So whilst IHEA exists
to serve this important arena of activities – those in the arena
have been overrun with pressures, not previously seen or
experienced.

The ever present threat of infection has been heightened
with the year that has been, and the future that is upon us,
so we thank our supporters who have focussed on infection
prevention and control strategies in healthcare environments
– these are worthy conversations for every healthcare
engineering professional to be involved in. Being aware of
new and emerging solutions to address problems both new
and old is something that IHEA can assist with through its
networking and engagement opportunities.

In this edition we share with you a number of excellent case
studies and technical papers to remind us all of the great
work that is being done here in Australia and further abroad.
Included herein are the experiences of long time IHEA
member, Rafx Hamiliton of Cabrini Health and his Gandel
Building development highlighting the need for quality IT and
comms in modern healthcare projects.

I’d like to thank all of our journal contributors, sponsors
and stakeholders and Adbourne Publishing for their work
throughout 2020 – as we look with anticipation towards
2021, I hope we get the opportunity to be together again in
person to continue to benefit from the networks created and
supported by IHEA.

We also provide a more in-depth look at the Macksville
hospital project that we summarised in last edition, and the
cover article on the Townsville University Hospital’s Magnetic
Resonance Radiation Therapy installation – a one of a kind

I hope you enjoy some rest and recreation over the festive
season, and enjoy time with those who are most important to
you. Take care and stay safe.
Regards
Darryl Pitcher – Editor
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NATIONAL PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE

O

ur work on developing strategic solutions to
meet the operational and financial challenges
currently facing the IHEA is continuing in earnest.
The Executive of the National Board are holding a series
of workshops to explore innovative and dynamic business
models that will provide the IHEA with the foundations
to remain relevant. We need to be agile and want
to remain the organisation of choice for current and
emerging healthcare engineers as we evolve into the
post COVID-19 ‘new normal’.
The restrictions on movement and the ability to hold face
to face events has created significant pressure on the
IHEA to respond to our members desire and capacity to
network and remain connected. The recent webinar held
in September is an example of how we can still deliver
an event that is accessible to a wide audience and has
proven that there is an appetite amongst our members for
this type of online experience. Given the success we will be
holding future events and will be canvassing our member’s
thoughts on themes and relevant topics.
Some exciting changes are taking place on the IHEA
website and I encourage members to visit and provide
feedback especially around the type and nature of

information provided, this is important for the ongoing
development of our knowledge sharing platforms.
Online education continues to be one of the safest ways
to study to get into the field or to upgrade your skill base.
We continue to update our interactive learning, so please
check back often to view our educational offerings and
remember to update your workplace learning.
In respect to the IHEA Learning and Development App,
I encourage every member to log in and check out
the short courses that are freely available to members.
Topics include Goal Setting, Active Listening, Interview
Skills, Mentoring, A Short Guide to Difficult Conversations
and other useful topics on technology and health. This
is a fantastic resource and is in your pocket for the train
ride home, or other short space in your day and is readily
accessible from the home page of the app – check
it out today – and increase the CPD points you are
accumulating towards your membership.
Have a great day and stay safe wherever you are working
at the moment.
Jon Gowdy – IHEA National President
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A SMART solution to
guarantee hospital power
Monash Medical Centre worked with NHP to implement a SMART
closed transition transfer switch solution using the Terasaki ACB,
guaranteeing a seamless transition from mains power to generator.
This has reduced the need for months of planning for when the
hospital undertakes mandatory quarterly testing of its generators,
all the while keeping patient safety at the forefront.

Watch the success story video.
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CEO’S MESSAGE
So, at this most pivotal of times that we are all ever likely
to see in our lifetimes, re-emerging (hopefully) into ‘COVID
Normal’ ways of living and working in Australia, do we think
our nation, the economy and our society will simply go
back to the way things were before or do we recognise
and embrace the changes all around us, realise new
ways of thinking and acting and chart a different course
for the future? Almost every business, organisation and
enterprise on the planet is doing things vastly different than
was the case less than a year ago. What will this massively
changed environment mean for IHEA?

* Information * Knowledge
* Ideas * Learning

A

former colleague of mine early in my business
career made an observation that has stayed with
me for the decades since. It is true today as it was
then and a constant reminder and prompt about how I
should approach a critical business issue or challenge of
the day.

“We can all be experts at history – the real genius is
anticipating the future!”
This observation was probably made at a time of financial
review of a particular operating quarter or perhaps a
fiscal year end, looking over the numbers to understand
where the business was at, how it performed, how results
compared to the plan. Often this sort of analysis can go
on and on to consume hours of valuable ‘management’
time. A myriad of questions drill into individual line items
about why this expenditure was greater than planned, cost
over-runs and revenue goals missed. All important stuff of
course, but none the less it is ‘History’! We know it already.
It cannot be changed and there is a limit to how much
time should be spent on it – businesses and their financial
history that is. As financial and investment advisors,
stockbrokers and financial regulators always conclude
in any analysis piece, “Past results are not an indicator or
guarantee of future performance”. Yet so many people
pour money into parts of the stock market solely due to
historic results.
The clever time to be invested is in thinking about,
discussing and planning actively for the future. Any
organisation that chooses to spend half of the allocated
time on the ‘actuals’ but to create more time therefore
contemplating the forward plan, it’s assumptions, forecasts
and various scenarios, will always realise a better outcome
than the most thorough analysis of the past.

How does IHEA navigate the rapidly changing external
environment, economic realities and expectations
of members and all other stakeholders to remain the
relevant ‘Peak Body’ for our industry. These are not easy
questions and indeed even tougher to answer, but they
are omnipresent issues that the National Board and
State Branch Management Committees are investing
intellectual effort into currently to address these changing
and challenging times.
Maintaining our contribution to and support of relevant
industry standards, on-going regulatory changes, staying
across new inventions, technology, industry innovation and
new knowledge will be on-going at an increasing rate. This
is where our corporate members, industry suppliers and
other commercial partners are a critical part of the fabric
of our industry and our Institute. New ways of thinking,
new inventions, innovations and pioneering technology
almost always comes from or via the commercial sector.
Research arising from universities often only remains that
– research until the ‘development’ piece occurs and
commercialisation lifts pioneering ideas into deliverable
solutions that benefit end markets and users. You don’t
usually see new knowledge or technology from a
regulatory authority.
Building on and deepening these commercial
relationships within and outside of our institute is where we
will receive new knowledge and news ways of thinking.
New knowledge and new ways of thinking will be what
underpins IHEA’s future and how we go about that as
an organisation is what we must invest ourselves into
constantly.
I am always keen to hear the thoughts and ideas from
any members on these or any other institute matters and
commentary.
Regards,
Clive Jeffries – CEO
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QLD BRANCH REPORT

B

ranch activities have been someone quiet as
COVID-19 still keeps a grip on our day to day lives.

Despite the fact that COVID-19 has made some
of our hospitals acutely aware of our own short comings
when it comes to dealing with a global pandemic, it was
good to see the IHEA was there at the forefront to provide
a platform for a robust discussion on several topics.
QBCC Mechanical
Services Licenses
One topic that is of
concern to us in QLD
is the government
changes introduced
last year that requires
certain licensing to work
on Medical Gas and
HVAC systems. The Queensland Building and Construction
Commission (QBCC) manages this licensing as part of
Mechanical Services Licensing (Plumbing, Air conditioning
and Refrigeration and Medical gases). Unfortunately, the
IHEA and many relevant contractors were not fully involved
in the consultation process.
IHEA QLD members raised their concerns of the impact this
licensing back in February 2020, where the Branch hosted
a PD session which included presentations from the QBCC
and industry specialists. For those unable to attend, the
presentation is posted in the members section of the IHEA
website.
In discussions with medical gas suppliers, installers and
hospitals, it has been noted that there are ongoing
concerns about the licensing requirements. In September
2020, the Queensland Branch initially hosted a discussion
specifically for branch health provider members with a
follow-up session held in November 2020 for all branch
members and industry experts – these sessions aimed
to collate the information we have discussed on gaps in
the legislation. Feedback (including proposed licensing
recommendations) to the QBCC and the Queensland
Government is currently being considered.
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Current issues being faced in the industry include:
• recognition of prior experience
• recognition of all relevant trades and qualifications
• the requirement for restricted licenses to remain as an
ongoing option
• recent changes to legislation impacting the options for
contractors and equipment manufacturers
• licensing requirements for equipment that utilises
multiple services (e.g. medical pendants)
Thank you to BOC for hosting the session on their premises
in Rocklea, Queensland.
Collectively, the group will continue to prepare a response
and recommendations back through to QBCC.
New Members
Membership has been bolstered with a number of new
members and I would like to take the opportunity to
welcome Mark Cramond and Adam Pitman from AdamAir,
Graeme McLeish from QED, and Travis Stanton and Liam
Callaghan from Lucid Consulting.
Committee of Management
President

Adrian Duff

Vice President

Brett Nickels

Treasurer

Michael Ward

Secretary

Danny Tincknell

State National Board Rep

Brett Nickels

COM

Christopher Ansley-Hartwell, Artur
Melnitsenko, Darren Williams,
David Gray, David Smith,
Cliff Pollock, Peter White, Kevin
Eaton, Mark Fasiolo

If you would like to communicate with the QLD Branch via
email, please do so at ihea.qld@ihea.org.au
Adrian Duff – President, QLD Branch
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OVER 20 YEARS OF INSTALLS
ACROSS AUSTRALIA
ULTRA-CLEAN VENTILATION SYSTEMS
CUSTOM OPTIONAL
UNI-DIRECTIONAL

Supply / Exhaust Air Modules
• terminal & inline HEPA housings
• off the shelf and custom designed
• insect screen housing options

LOCAL SUPPORT

Ultra-Clean HEPA / ULPA Filters
• stocked gasket & gel seal filters
• E11, H14, U15 rated to EN1822:2009
• individually tested & certified

On-site NATA Testing Services

Airborne Containment Systems

• HEPA filter integrity testing
• HEPA validation & certification
• fumigation services

• Bag In/Bag Out (BIBO) systems
• advanced HEPA & HEGA filtration
• bubble-tight isolation dampers

ph:1300 733 277
www.camfil.com
Custom Engineered Solutions
• in house engineering department
• custom designed solutions
• national system design & support

ph:1300 886 353
www.airepure.com.au

We have recently designed, installed
and NATA certified custom built
FOCUS 2000/3000 & hybrid UCV systems
for the Northern Hospital Inpatient Expansion.

Comprehensive range of stocked HEPA and HVAC filters
National on-site HEPA filter replacement & NATA testing
Custom FOCUS & Hybrid UCV
• unidirectional & UCV systems
• custom engineered solutions
• various configuration options

Locally supported, custom client focused systems
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VIC/TAS BRANCH REPORT

I

t goes without saying that 2020 has been a very
difficult year to arrange any sort of physical activities.
We have held a number of Webinars throughout the
year which have all been successful. But we also know it
is not quite the same as getting together in a professional
development setting where some of the most important
conversations are the informal ones held between
presentations or over lunch.
With the reducing COVID numbers and reports of a vaccine
being developed we are hopeful that we are heading
towards a post COVID reality in the not too distant future and
we can recommence in person professional development
days.
It seems like only yesterday that many of our regional
members were either facing the threat of devastating
bushfires or fighting fires with the CFA. Even those of us in
urban areas had been dealing with the challenges of high
smoke levels in and around the buildings that we manage.
With dry weather upon us again, it may be a timely reminder
to slash any paddocks surrounding facilities and start planning
for smoke management. A plan to restrict outside air intake
and isolate VESDA systems that were particularly vulnerable to
smoke during last bushfire season may come in handy in the
next few months. This represents an interesting dilemma since
many areas in facilities are running on 100% outside air to
mitigate the risk of COVID.
We would like to give another reminder about the
IHEA Learning and Development app available to be
downloaded to your smartphone. We would encourage all
members to download the app, enter some of your daily
activities or even complete some of the courses on the
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app. The more engagement we can get with this, the better
we can make it. This will provide a well defined pathway for
the recognition of Hospital Engineering professionals if this
becomes a requirement in the future. There have been
a number of high-level conversations about certification
of healthcare engineers, so everyone is encouraged to
get an early start to be on the front foot for any upcoming
regulations.
We still have the end of year function planned for Saturday
November 28th, COVID permitting where we will honour our
hardworking and recently retired IHEA members at Cargo
restaurant in the Docklands, overlooking the harbour. Last
year was a great success with a good time had by all and
we will look forward to seeing you there. If in the unlikely event
this needs to be postponed due to COVID we will reschedule
for early February. This is an important function and the only
opportunity some members have to meet other colleagues
so we will do everything in our power to make sure it
proceeds as planned.
The IHEA Vic/Tas committee of management would like to
thank all members for their valued support throughout this
very challenging year. We look forward to working with you
and on your behalf throughout the new-year to continue to
provide a network for Healthcare Engineers. This is important
to assist us all to build optimal facilities, maintain them to
a high standard, obtain the latest information, develop
the profession of Healthcare Engineering and serve our
communities.
Have a Merry Christmas and a safe healthy New Year..
Kind Regards.
Steve Ball on behalf of the Vic/Tas Committee of
Management

BRANCH REPORTS

Titanium

Humidity Matters
A complete range of humidification solutions to
maintain the correct levels of humidity (40-60%
rH) enhancing human immune system reaction
and significantly reducing infection from seasonal
respiratory viruses

40-60%rH

2020 - ADCLPAUEN1

optimum humidity level
CAREL Australia Pty Ltd
PO BOX 6809, Silverwater Bus. Ctr. N.S.W. 1811
Unit 37, 11-21 Underwood Rd Homebush N.S.W. 2140
Tel. (+61) 02 8762 9200 - Fax (+61) 2 9764 6933 - sales.au@carel.com

healthcare.carel.com
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WA BRANCH REPORT

W

estern Australians have enjoyed a Pre COVID-19
lifestyle for some time now, however the greatest
challenge for the IHEA WA branch today is
finding venues who will welcome the presence of our
members. COVID-19 in WA has left an atmosphere of
caution and rightly so. With the softening of our hard
border on November 14th and depending on what
happens, we could see a return to a more restricted
existence, a path we have no desire to travel again. The
IHEA WA have been fortunate in finding a local sporting
association, the Melville Palmyra Tennis Club, who have
generously opened their club house to us to host our
meetings. The IHEA WA Committee of Management
thanks them for their generosity..
We began a rebuild and reconnect program in August
and since then have held several face to face branch
meetings. In September, the IHEA hosted a webinar
featuring the renowned Dr Norman Swan that took the
place of our normal branch meeting. To many of us, Dr
Swan will be a familiar voice on our media channels as a
presenter for the ABC podcast “Coronacast”, a producer
and presenter of the Health Report and as a multi awardwinning producer and broadcaster. He joined a panel
of IHEA representatives and together they delivered a
presentation on COVID-19 and the Healthcare Facilities’
management of the situation.
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In October, we returned to our favoured face to face
branch meeting format. We welcomed Mr Steven Delides
from Ecosafe International for a presentation on Microbial
Water Quality Analysers, Water quality management
techniques and the typical challenges faced.
He spoke about methods of complying to the Australian
New Zealand Standard 3666.3 (Air-handling and water
systems of buildings – Microbial control Performancebased maintenance of cooling water systems) and the
risks of not utilising the latest technologies to ensure a
facility is best equipped with processes to detect and thus
prevent the spread of Legionella.
The meeting was well attended, however due to
COVID-19 distancing and my poor photography skills, the
photograph does not illustrate just how many were present.
The underlying theme of the presentation was another
indication of how Artificial Intelligence (AI) is becoming
more and more intertwined in the lives of Healthcare
Facility Managers. As always, the presentation generated
a good debate about the favoured remedial action of
flushing verses the conservation of our precious water
resources. Having smarter monitoring and detection
devices could lead to less water being flushed down the
drain.

BRANCH REPORTS

This presentation could easily have fitted into the theme of
the postponed 2020 National Conference – ‘21st Century
Healthcare Engineering”.
Whilst our national conference in 2021 will be the go to
event of 2021, the IHEA WA Committee decided we had
to do something in 2020. This year, in November, the IHEA
WA branch is holding a ‘Three-in-One’ branch meeting.
The theme is “Rebuilding WA Healthcare Connections “.
One, we will be hosting a mini conference and
professional development session with presentations from
industry experts on a variety of subject matters. Trade
sponsors will setup stands displaying their goods and
services.
Two, we will be hosting our annual sundowner networking
get together with a barbecue and barefoot night tennis,
and,

Three, we will be hosting our annual award evening where
the IHEA WA recognises those who have contributed to the
Western Australian Healthcare Facility Management during
2020.
With our hard border softening on November 14th , if any
of our fellow Eastern States IHEA members find themselves
in WA on November 27th, you are most welcome to
attend our mini conference. Just drop us a line to ihea.
wa@ihea.org.au before November 20th and we will send
you the details.
The end of 2020 is approaching fast, the IHEA WA
Committee of Management wishes everyone a safe and
healthy festive season and a brighter 2021.
Stay safe and healthy everyone.
Fred Foley – President, WA Branch

HAVE RECENT EVENTS CHANGED THE WAY YOU WORK?
AMS offers an interactive online
webinar for Consultants,
Engineers and Administrators to
better skill you to:
•
•
•

Size a Medical Suction
System to AS2896
Select and specify the right
system to the right
environment
Audit compliance on
existing Medical Suction
Systems

To book your free webinar or face
to face consultation call us on
1300 579 777 or email
sales@ausmedicalsuction.com.au

AGagg

ausmedicalsuction.com.au

1300 579 177
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SA BRANCH REPORT

A

s we come to the end of another year and bravely
embrace a new, I would firstly like to acknowledge
and thank the service of the many dedicated
and expert healthcare engineering professionals across
South Australia and the Northern Territory. These people
together with clinical teams, have been so fundamental
to keeping our respective States safe in the face of the
changing COVID-19 pandemic. South Australia was
again cued about the unpredictable and fast-moving
nature of COVID-19, with a short “circuit breaker”
lockdown being imposed at the end of November. As
healthcare workers were mandated to wear masks and
non-essential staff directed to work from home, it was
another reminder of the crucial support provided by
healthcare engineering at the front line when it comes to
managing a crisis. On behalf of all of our community –
thank you.
This year has not been conducive to holding our usual
professional development and networking activities,
despite best ambitions and endeavours. Arrangements
were finalised for a number of events which were
disappointingly cancelled later due to COVID-19
restrictions. We appreciate the efforts of all committee
members, presenters and sponsors involved in producing
those ‘would-be’ events. We know that members look
forward to the informal interactions before and after
professional development events, so we apologise to
members and look forward to a slightly more social
COVID-normal 2021.
Another timely reminder – already our region is
experiencing an early start to the bushfire season so
please take a moment to review and refresh both your
personal and organisational bushfire management plans
as we head into summer.
Our end of year event is scheduled for early December at
Built Water Solutions in Clarendon in the beautiful Adelaide
Hills and we look forward to seeing as many of you as can
make it to properly celebrate your excellent contributions
to our industry throughout the year. We thank our sponsors
and supporters for being part of the IHEA network.
Wishing all our members a safe and happy festive season,
on behalf of the SA/NT Committee of Management,
Michael Scerri – President, SA Branch

BRANCH REPORTS

NSW/ACT BRANCH REPORT

T

he next NSW Professional Development Day is set
for 20th November 2020 which will be help in Royal
Prince Alfred Hospital in Sydney. Theming for the
day will be AS3003 and AS2896. The invitations for NSW
and ACT members have already been circulated.
Unfortunately due to COVID-19 restrictions only 20
members will be allowed to attend in person however
the virtual meeting option does not have any such
restrictions.
The commitment is organising these events on a regular
basis as part of NSW/ACT 2021 branch strategy to
reengage with the members, however as expected these
events will be with some restrictions until further notice.
Currently there’s a greater focus on running PD days
virtually.
AS2896 Medical Gases – Standards Review
IHEA NSW Committee member, Mal Allen, has advised
the Branch that there is an innovative round of requests
for comments to occur in the next few months. Mal Allen
joined several meetings with the Standards Australia
working committee to deliberate on public comments of
the draft publication. Given the potential large number of
replies the review is continuing with the revised standard
expected to be finalised by end of 2020. We will keep you
posted on progress.

will now be held on 23rd-24th April 2021. Members
have already received “save the date notice” which
will be followed by more information for delegates and
sponsorship opportunities for our supportive vendors.
Membership
The Committee will be sending reminders for membership
renewal and to actively re-engage with the members to
understand their expectation. Due to COVID-19 the interest
from both industry groups and health facility management
practitioners have been limited. The Committee is
discussing a variety of strategies on an ongoing basis to
serve our members better and meet their expectations.
All members are reminded to actively use the IHEA
Learning and Development App to capture daily activities
that support your own personal development. This is an
important initiative that needs everybody involved in IHEA
to get on board.
Committee of Management
Name

Position

Robin Arian

President

Mal Allen

Treasurer

Jason Swingler

Vice President

Marcus Stalker

Secretary

Dean Benke, Darrell Milton, Greg Allen, Brett
Petherbridge, Jon Gowdy, John Miles

Committee
Member

ACT/NSW Branch state conference
The NSW/ACT State conference was organised to be held
in May 2020 at Coffs Harbour NSW, however with travel
restriction this was postponed. The State conference
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EFFECTIVE LIFE CYCLE PLANNING
By Donald Macdonald, Director – Macdonald Lucas

A

s the health care sector emerges, cautiously, from the
pandemic enforced lock down, stiff competition from
core business for increasingly constrained budgets is
likely to be the order of the day.
In this environment a major challenge for healthcare
engineers will be securing support for asset replacement
projects. It has always been the case, understandably, that
business cases for the replacement of non- core assets such
as chillers and boilers are much more difficult to make than
those for the replacement of core business assets.
Of course there are many reasons for this that include:
• It is difficult to make the case that an asset requires
replacement when it appears to be operating effectively;
• Engineering assets often fail in service gradually and
stakeholders get used to ‘living with’ the inconvenience
of unreliable operation- making it difficult for the need to
replace them to be perceived; and,
• Key decision makers typically have a better understanding
of the need for core business assets than they do for noncore business assets.
Faced with these challenges a number of healthcare
engineers are turning to RMIT’s CAMS life cycle modelling

tool to help communicate their long term asset replacement
needs to senior management. Developed over the last twelve
years by PhD students using a range of statistical analytical
tools, a suite of 900 curves have been developed that model
asset degradation over time. These curves are initially applied
at individual asset level. CAMS then uses a self- learning
algorithm informed by asset condition data, that is uploaded
over time, to model how each individual asset is deteriorating
in the field.
Asset data can be analysed and reported at both micro and
macro level, assets can be classified in any way the client
specifies, for example from the point of view of risk, priority or
asset type.
Key to CAMS’s success has been the ability to present
technical data about asset life in a way that is intuitive to
senior management from a non- technical background.
A large number of healthcare organisations, throughout the
country have found success in deploying CAMS and see it
as an essential tool in planning asset replacement activities.
Helping to prioritise these works over time and to manage the
expectations of senior stakeholders. Particularly when planning
major items of future capital expenditure.
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Figure 1: New TUH Elekta Unity

TOWNSVILLE UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL –

MAGNETIC RESONANCE RADIATION THERAPY INSTALLATION
By Mark Fasiolo (THHS Infrastructure & Operations Engineer – RPEQ, CPEng, MIEAust, NER)

The Townsville Hospital and Health Service (THHS) recently completed the installation of a
new state-of-the-art Elekta Unity MR-LINAC machine at Townsville University Hospital (TUH).
The Elekta Unity is the newest member to the fleet of linear accelerators used for radiation
therapy cancer treatment. The $10 million project involved retrofitting this revolutionary new
machine into an existing concrete bunker within a large and operational cancer centre. At
the time, the TUH Elekta Unity was the first of its kind in the southern hemisphere and one of
a few installed worldwide. This article will review the project from a healthcare engineering
perspective, focusing on key design and construction management outcomes.

WHAT IS THE ELEKTA UNITY

T

he Elekta Unity is a magnetic resonance radiation
therapy (MR/RT) system that redefines cancer
treatment by enabling personalised precision
radiation therapy through real-time, high-resolution
visualisation of the tumour during treatment. The Elekta
Unity combines two different healthcare technologies
– a high-field 1.5 Tesla Philips MRI scanner and a 7MV
Elekta linear accelerator – together with a breakthrough

online dose re-planning software. The 1.5T MRI enables
pre-treatment visualisation of patient anatomy with
superior soft tissue contrast and high anatomical detail.
The online dose re-planning software provides the ability
to reshape the treatment dose in minutes based on
daily changes in shape, size and position of the tumour
followed by accurate dose delivery with real-time tumour
visualisation. With this high-quality imaging capability,
the Elekta Unity provides the precision to deliver radiation
doses that can reduce the risk of harming nearby tissue
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Figure 2: (a) Component
Assembly – Elekta Unity;
(b) Real-time MR Imagery
obtained from Unity
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and organs while enabling more aggressive treatment.
This precise treatment approach advances patient
care outcomes by significantly reducing the number of
treatment sessions required and the patients ‘treatment
burden’ that results from current cancer treatments.

PROJECT INITIATION
The Elekta Unity installation project was a long and
complex project undertaken over several years with
procurement starting in mid-2017. One of the TUH existing
linear accelerators had been in constant operation for
almost 10 years and was approaching end-of-life, so in
2017 the THHS conducted a procurement process for
its like-for-like replacement. It was at that point Elekta
put forward their new Unity machine as an alternative
offering representing the latest innovation in radiotherapy
cancer treatment; an alternative which the THHS was
keen to pursue. Upon review of the Unity machine site
‘planning guides’ it was identified that a significant amount
of building services and infrastructure upgrades were
required to accommodate the proposed machine within
the existing space. Due to the significant complexity of the
equipment requirements and to ensure Elekta maintained
control of the build performance and quality outcomes,
the infrastructure upgrade works were bundled together
with the machine supply and installation as a design and
construct project delivery method.
Elekta subsequently engaged GHD Pty Ltd as the services
design consultants and Sydney-based PCI builders as
the managing contractor to supervise the infrastructure
upgrades required. As PCI were based interstate, they
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Figure 3: Unity Equipment
Layout Design
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subcontracted a local Townsville company, AC Jones
Builders to deliver most of the onsite construction works and
day-to-day site management.

PROJECT SCOPING
The initial design for the project commenced in early
2018. The design works involved investigating the existing
TUH site infrastructure and services against the Elekta Unity
planning guides and developing a scope of works and
design documentation. The scope required converting a
room that was previously used as a radiation bunker into
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Figure 4: New Equipment room
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Specific mechanical system upgrades were also required ROOM
N/A
100%
100%
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TECHNICAL ROOM
to cater for a new MRI component of the Elekta Unity
machine installation. This included a new quench pipe
installation, oxygen monitoring systems and room purge
ventilation systems. These inclusions were required
to protect staff from potentially harmful helium spills
associated with MRI equipment operation. The location
of the room within the hospital footprint also made these
systems challenging inclusions.

RECIRCULATION OF FRESH
AIR 3

a compliant suite for a machine that could perform both
medical imaging and radiation procedures. This was a
complex exercise. A new, larger equipment room was
required to be constructed to house the Unity, support
equipment including servers, switchgear, dedicated airconditioning and the MRI magnet liquid cooling cabinet. A
completely new clinical ‘model of care’ for the operation
of the suite was developed by TUH clinicians and resulted
in the need for an additional ‘preparation bay’ to be
constructed directly outside the new Unity suite as part of
the scope.

A SINK MAY BE LOCA
9- SF6 GAS

1

AMBIENT TEMPERATURE

The Elekta Unity machine required a new sub-floor or ‘pit
floor’ to be built to a new slab level depth of one metre
below the existing ground floor slab level and significant
structural upgrades to support the weight of the new
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equipment. This involved structural design and geotech
reporting to confirm suitability of soil and overcome the
high-water table present under the existing slab.
A faraday cage to suit the Unity machine was also
required to be retrofitted into the existing bunker to block
electromagnetic interference. This cage was designed
and constructed by Elekta/Philips and was of aluminium
modular construction with copper sheet flooring. The new
concrete slab reinforcement bars were also required to be
constructed from the non-ferrous stainless steel at a cost
premium so as not to interfere with the magnetic field and
maintain superior MRI image quality.

CONSTRUCTION

(c)

(a)
(d)

As the construction was taking place in an operational
oncology space with immuno-compromised patients,
detailed planning was also required to manage infection
control requirements, dust and noise pollution throughout
construction.

(b)

The room where the Unity was installed is in the centre
of the ground floor of the main hospital building and
had one external wall made of reinforced concrete
over one metre thick. Access to this external wall was
through a small outdoor courtyard area. This made
the area for construction very restrictive to operate in.

22

By far the most challenging component of the build was
the significant structural works required to accommodate
this high-tech machine and the tolerances required to
meet the equipment planning guide requirements. To
construct the new ‘pit floor’ most of the existing floor
slab needed to be removed. The depth of the existing
slab ranged from 700-1100mm across and due to the
confined workspace, conventional floor cutting methods
could not be used. The contractor used a track saw to cut
through the slab where it would fit and then meticulously
core-drilled the remaining areas as required. The new
concrete slab was finished to very tight tolerances (+/2mm for floor heights, pits and rebates) to ensure accurate
location of the isocentre and successful alignment of the
gantry, Field Generation Unit (FGU) and table assemblies.
All told, about 100 tonnes of concrete was removed and
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40 tonnes of 20mm D-form stainless steel reinforcement
bar was used in the construction of the new slab and pit
floor.
To allow for delivery of the new unity (including the
magnet) a new three metre by three metre core hole
through the existing concrete external wall was required.
Due to the depth of this wall being over one metre another
innovative concrete cutting technique was required. A
large wire-rope saw cutting machine was used to cut
and remove block sections of the wall to create the new
opening. Once the Unity was delivered and craned into
the room, the opening was filled with special ARPANSA
supplied ‘high density’ bricks. These bricks were dry stacked
and staggered to achieve the required radiation shielding
requirements and allow for easy access for future machine
replacement.

(a)

PROJECT MANAGEMENT CHALLENGES
(b)

Figure 7: (a) Wire saw cutting of external
bunker wall ; (b) High Density brick
installation ; (c) Crane lift of MRI magnet
through hospital courtyard ; (d) Assembly
of Unity componentry within the new
room

(c)
Figure 8: Helium filling of Unity machine

The construction management component of the project
also had its own unique challenges. With the project
manager and contractors based in the southern capitals
of Melbourne and Sydney and the Unity design engineers
and installers based in the US, UK and Europe it meant
the project meetings were almost exclusively done
online. Project team site inspections were infrequent and
technical queries were challenging to resolve. Delivery
of a highly technical installation with a design brief that
continued to evolve throughout the construction phase
and with project team spread across the world made
management and supervision of the project challenging.
Despite these challenges, the project delivered a highly
successful outcome and is a testament to the entire
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project team, contractors and stakeholder groups who
assisted along the way.

CONCLUSION
This nation-leading installation offers our community
access to one of the most advanced cancer treatment
technologies in the world with improved patient outcomes.
It also opens communication channels for collaboration
with our international ‘Unity’ partners and enables further
clinical cancer research at TUH, attracting exceptional
oncology clinicians to the region.
Being the first installation of its kind in Australia, this
revolutionary machine installation also aligns with the TUH
strategic vision to be the leader in healthcare, research
and education for regional Australia. The first patient was
treated at TUH on this Elekta Unity Machine on 9 December
2019.

Figure 9: TUH Unity Patient Treatment
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INNOVATIVE CONSTRUCTION OF THE
MACKSVILLE HOSPITAL
By Crilley, J, Watters, J, Sutton, B, Carson, Z Hansen Yuncken Project Delivery Team

BACKGROUND

T

he $73 million Macksville Hospital is a pivotal
health facility for the Mid North Coast that will
provide a modern, purpose-built, contemporary
health service to locals and the broader region. The
development will play a key role in combatting the
community’s unique set of health challenges, including
chronic illness and complex health needs due to
its significant aged and Indigenous population. The
facility will provide enhanced patient care while also
improving ambulatory care and outpatient treatment
including vastly improved facilities in emergency,
community health, operating theatres, maternity and
inpatient units. This project will bring healthcare in
Macksville and the surrounding community into the
21st century.
The importance of timely project delivery increased with
the emerging global pandemic of COVID-19 in March
2020. Early completion of the development, which was
scheduled for late 2020, became critical to ensure
the hospital was operational in this time of need. This
was made possible through innovative construction
techniques, strong program management and design
changes implemented throughout the delivery of the
project by the Hansen Yuncken team.

BUILDING INFORMATION MODELLING (BIM)
Building Information Modelling (BIM) is an intelligent
3D model-based process that gives architecture,
engineering, and construction (AEC) professionals insight
and tools to efficiently plan, design, construct, and
manage buildings and infrastructure (Autodesk, 2020).
Project design and documentation was developed
using 3D modelling software to allow a collaborative
process between all stakeholders. These models were
managed through a collaboration platform and
common data environment.

The platform used on the Macksville Hospital project, BIM
360 Docs, allowed all design discipline teams the ability
to seamlessly transfer native design files to drive early
coordination and resolution of clashes through realtime design collaboration via the cloud based system.
This desktop connectivity provided the design teams
could share their models to other stakeholders without
the need to upload to external platforms and file share
sites. This overcame information loss between multidisciplinary design and supported true project design
integration.
The progression from Design to Construction phases
led to further software implementation to ensure wider
access to BIM information.
The program used was a cloud-based BIM
management collaboration and review platform that
connects the project team and stakeholders to a
streamlined BIM project workflow from pre-construction
through to construction commissioning and completion.
This allowed key stakeholders with real time access
to up to date project models, site QA and safety
documentation.

4-DIMENSIONAL MODELLING
The federated models were further developed into
4-Dimensional Building Information Modelling (4D
BIM). This refers to the intelligent linking of individual 3D
Computer Aided Design (CAD) components/models
with time or scheduling related information. The term 4D
refers to the fourth dimension – time, i.e. 3D plus time.
In essence, it provided an interactive video that could
simulate the construction of the hospital in real-time
offering foresight into the progress and future issues of
the build at a date set by the user.
The process of linking the model to the construction
program/timeline is complex however this facility
provides all stakeholders with exceptional value through
visualisation and clearer communication of project
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outputs, site planning and logistics. Implementation of
this technology allowed the project team to accurately
manage the construction processes and fast-track
elements of the build that were on the construction
program’s critical path. This function was also beneficial
to the client, Health Infrastructure, as it was utilised
in the various planning and user group meetings to
provide visual representation of the current status of the
construction in relation to the original timeline.

DRONES
Drones were used extensively throughout construction
to collect real-time data and gain aerial insights to
improve progress tracking and assist with identifying
issues before they arose, resulting in delay mitigation.
Progress tracking is far from the only use for the drone.
Detailed drone flights were undertaken tri-weekly to
provide the project team with consistent data capture
and mapping to facilitate analysis of the entire site. This
data and information could then be processed with a
photogrammetry modelling software, Drone Deploy.
Photogrammetry is the science and technology of
obtaining reliable information about physical objects
and the environment through the process of recording,
measuring and interpreting photographic images and
patterns of electromagnetic radiant imagery. It enabled
the management and tracking of construction materials
by encapsulating data to reliably and accurately
quantify volume and measurement of materials.
Drone Deploy is a web-based platform that provides the
ability to process drone images into usable information
such as scalable images, data storage, real-time
sharable drone maps and 3D models. It allowed us to
create interactive 360 degree panorama images of
the construction site to easily communicate any sitebased issues for safety, quality and design. The high
level of detail within each panoramic image enabled
accurate real time coordination with consultants and
subcontractors.
The utilisation of this software was widespread
throughout all phases of the project, heavily used in the
heart of the construction phase by the project team
and subcontractors. Aerial photographs taken could be
overlayed on 2D project documentation to quickly and
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accurately determine locations of structural formwork,
penetrations, services locations and set-downs for slabs.
These overlays are then utilised for future works throughout the building’s life such as core holing, concrete
cutting and the like to mitigate risk of damaging building
services or structural failure.

VIRTUAL REALITY (VR)
Virtual Reality (VR) is a simulated experience that uses
a headset to generate realistic images and sounds
that simulate a user’s physical presence in a virtual
environment. Developed inhouse by Hansen Yuncken’s
NSW BIM, Digital Engineering and Design Team, this
technology was implemented in the pre-construction
and planning phases, allowing the creation and
delivery of virtual prototype rooms. The VR technology
used on the project highlights an exciting shift in the
capability and ongoing use of BIM and VR technologies
in the construction space forming part of the Design
Stakeholder Consultation. The project team designed
two digital prototype rooms which included design
details such as final finishes and fit out. The capability for
the stakeholders to interact within key functional spaces
prior to site establishment had a significant benefit on
the design as it provided the ability for the client to
visualise the final product and make alterations prior to
construction.

BENEFITS
Early implementation and adoption of BIM practices
and technologies such as VR within the design and
pre-construction phase, coupled with 4D programming
and collaborative 3D modelling, culminated into
a streamlined design process allowing for the early
detection of design clashes, finishes adjustments and
identification of opportunities to reduce construction
activity durations resulting in program benefits. The
construction phase saw further improvements on the
original project timeline through the implementation
of the Drone and BIM360 to manage Quality, Safety
and Environment related issues. The seamless transition
from an in-depth design and planning stage to a well
managed construction phase allowed the project
team to efficiently complete construction well ahead
of schedule and provide the local community with a
much-needed healthcare facility.
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CLEANING VS. SANITISING VS. DISINFECTING
The COVID-19 pandemic has brought
about a new standard for Healthcare
facilities. As the world recovers facilities
need to protect staff, patients, guests
and visitors.

CLEANING VS. SANITISING
VS. DISINFECTING

Though these words are often used
interchangeably, there are important
differences between cleaning, sanitising,
and disinfecting.:
•

Cleaning removes soil from a
surface but makes no specific
claims about killing disease causing
organisms. Cleaning assumes
that the process will remove many
of the organisms on the surface
but assumes small numbers of
organisms after cleaning would be
acceptable.

•

Sanitising kills surface bacteria to
help ensure that there are very low
levels of disease-causing bacteria
left on surfaces but makes no claims
about fungi or viruses.

•

Disinfecting has the power to kill
bacteria and fungi and inactivates
viruses and at a much higher level
than sanitising. Sanitising provides
a 3-log reduction to bacteria
and disinfecting provides a 6-log
reduction, with each log being a
factor of 10.

Anytime there is visible or “gross soil”
on a surface, it must first be cleaned
before disinfecting or sanitising. When
disinfecting a surface, you can use a
disinfectant to clean, but must apply it
twice, first to clean and then to disinfect.
Using a disinfectant that has been
through a standardised test method
allows you to clean and disinfect in
one step when there is no visible soil
on the surface and when allowed by
the product label. Check the product
label to confirm it is a one-step process.
The same considerations also apply to
sanitising non-food contact surfaces.
Concentrates or ready to use
disinfectants and sanitisers require a
minimum concentration and contact
time in order to be effective against
the targeted microorganisms; check
your product label use directions for this
information. Knowing the nuances of
how a certain product should be used
to achieve a desired outcome is key to
optimising the performance of sanitisers
and disinfectants.

DIVERSEY BEST PRACTICES

When choosing a disinfectant, there are
a number of features to consider:
• Check the product is approved
for the pathogens of concern. For
COVID-19, look for disinfectants
that can be used against COVID-19
listed in the Australian Register of
Therapeutic Goods (ARTG) for legal
supply in Australia.

•

•

•

Purchase a one-step disinfectant
with a shorter contact time –
preferably five minutes or less.
Cleaning and disinfecting in one
step will accomplish your goal
without sacrificing performance and
a short contact time helps ensure
the product is used in compliance.
Look for a product range that offers
solutions in wipe, concentrate and
ready-to-use formats to meet a
variety of needs. Not all product
forms are appropriate for all
situations. Having flexibility in how
the product is applied is important.
The best products are gentle on
skin and surfaces while tough on
pathogens. Look for products with
accelerated hydrogen peroxide that
offer high efficacy and low toxicity.

CLEANING IN A NEW WORLD

Staff need to know how to properly
clean, sanitise and disinfect surfaces,
especially during and after the
pandemic. When in the market for
disinfectants, pick a product that is fastacting, effective, and less likely to cause
irritation and surface damage.
If you have questions about any
aspect of Diversey Australia’s hygiene
programs, services, products or Infection
Prevention visit our website at
diverseyvericlean.com or call
1800 647 779 to speak to our friendly
Customer Service to and find out more.
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J-Fill leaves a pleasant long lasting fragrance
for just cleaned freshness.

Kills SARS-CoV-2 (COVID-19 virus).

Kills SARS-CoV-2 (COVID-19 virus).

NET:

5L

SKU:

5687614

NET:

2.5L

390000222 Taskforce W4 AU | 5L FRONT | v03.indd 1

Diversey 072

BLACK

SKU:

HH15425
390000942

390000222

17/10/18 5:09 pm

PMS 2603

Diversey 072

BLACK

390000942 Taskforce J-Fill W9 AU | 2.5L FRONT | v06.indd 1

PMS 2603

24/10/19 5:13 pm

*ARTG 334780(Taskforce J-Fill), ARTG 153031(Virex II , J-flex/J-fill), ARTG 338310(Spectrum), ARTG 338290(Taskforce), ARTG 338592(Oxivir Tb Wipes
Class llB), ARTG 164850 (Oxivir Tb Wipes), ARTG 286618 and ARTG 339807 (Oxivir Five 16), ARTG 339933(Shield Citrus) ARTG165058 (Oxivir Tb RTU).

Customer Service: 1800 647 779

diverseyvericlean.com

DISCLAIMER: Please check local regulations and guidelines for any references provided. These materials are provided for general information purposes only and do not replace each user’s responsibility to assess the operational, legal and other requirements applicable to each facility. Confidential information, may not be copied or distributed without prior written permission of Diversey. © 2020 Diversey, Inc. All Rights Reserved. *ARTG
registered List 25 July 2020. https://www.tga.gov.au/disinfectants-use-against-covid-19-artg-legal-supply-australia. Always read the label and product information before use. ABN: 92 080 527 117
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ULTRAVIOLET GERMICIDAL
IRRADIATION FOR HVAC APPLICATIONS
By Matthew Peacock, Senior Mechanical Engineer, A.G. Coombs Advisory

Appropriate use of ultraviolet germicidal irradiation in HVAC systems has been proven as
an effective inactivation method for mould, bacteria and viruses, reducing the source of
Healthcare Associated Infections and a reduction of airborne microorganisms. This article
provides a basic understanding of UVGI and its applications.

U

ltraviolet energy is electromagnetic radiation with a
wavelength shorter than that of visible light. The UV
spectrum is classed into three main categories; :

• UV-A mostly absorbed through sunlight, is a long
wavelength between 315-400nm.
• UV-B commonly responsible for skin reddening and skin
cancer is a medium wavelength of 280-315nm.
• UV-C is the short wavelength of 100-280nm which has
the ability to kill or inactivate micro-organisms.
Ultraviolet Germicidal Irradiation (UVGI) systems typically
consist of UV lamps which produce UV-C radiation. The
lamps are fairly similar to fluorescent lighting and usually
have a ballast device and / or electronic units to operate.
The lamps contain a small quantity of mercury or mercury
amalgam and emit Ultraviolet Light with a wavelength of
254nm. This is close to the optimal wavelength required
to damage and disrupt DNA in organisms. When using the
lamps there are a number of safety aspects that need
to be adhered to, ensuring that the emitted light is not in
direct contact with humans.
The effectiveness of the devices relies on the dose of
radiation delivered to a given body of air. The dose rate is
determined by a combination of intensity of the light and
time of exposure. It is also known that these devices are
more effective against some organisms than others. The
devices can be used to assist with reducing the levels of
viruses and contaminants in the air.
UVGI systems alone should not be considered a complete
solution for managing microorganisms and should be

used as part of a broader multimodal infection control
strategy.
UV lamps are often used in air handling units. There are
also in-room type units that are self-contained complete
with built in fans, reflectors, diffusers, filters, controls and
catalysts. The following provides an overview of typical
options and what is involved with UVGI.
In general terms, where the air is moving fast and time of
exposure is low, there needs to be more lamps (i.e. AHU
application) or mirrors (fan assisted room unit) to amplify
the intensity of the light. Where the air moves slower fewer
lamps can be used (i.e. upper room units).

UPPER ROOM ULTRAVIOLET GERMICIDAL
IRRADIATION
These units work
by irradiating
the unoccupied
parts of a room.
They rely on air
drifting in front of
the UV rays for enough time to destroy the microorganisms
suspended in the air. The units typically have 1 or 2 lamps,
a parabolic reflector and diffuser to stop the light being
directed onto room occupants.
These devices mount on the wall and plug into a 230V
power supply. They are normally passive and don’t have
fans. They rely on good mixing of the room air to ensure
that all air has time in the irradiated zone. They become
less effective at high air change rates due to the reduced
exposure time.
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IN ROOM
RECIRCULATING
UNITS
In room units typically
consist of a fan, filters
and a UVGI section
with catalysts and
reflectors all housed
in a protective box.

AHU COIL
AND DUCT
TYPE
These types of
systems involve
mounting UV
Lamps in air
conditioning
ducts or near air
handling unit coils. These systems reduce biological buildup on coils and can assist with air quality.

How often is the
cool room door left open?
And how much
has that cost you?
Power bills?
Spoiled produce?
Unnecessary
Cool room
checks?
T-TEC Wireless data logger with a temperature
sensor going into the cool room and a door
switch sensor can give alarms that can be seen
or heard locally and remotely via a phone app.
The effect and duration is clearly seen on the
graph and statistics.
Contact us for a quote for the TempReport System.

Temperature Technology

105 Anzac Highway, Ashford SA 5035
Tel: 08-8297 7077 Email: sales@t-tec.com.au

These types of basic lamps are often used in AHUs to
keep coils cleaner for longer and keep microbe levels
down in the unit. To be effective, multiples of the lamps
are required (depending on unit size and desired effect).
The downside of the AHU type units is that any microbes
suspended in the air stream are only irradiated briefly as
they pass through the unit. This typically means that not all
microbes suspended in the air stream are destroyed in a
single pass. For AHU applications, the lamps are normally
wired into the AHU lighting circuit and interlocked; signage
and a view portal are fitted to the AHU.
UV lighting applications have also been effectively utilised
for the disinfection of room surfaces and equipment and
also to kill airborne organisms. The narrow wavelength of
UVGI allows the light to breakdown the molecules. The most
common applications are in the healthcare / aged-care
sectors, schools and other sanitary / cleaning-based services
which provides the ability to help assist with destroying many
contagious viruses or bacteria. This application of high
intensity exposure and duration requires to be applied where
the area is unoccupied. To ensure occupants are safe, the
installation of interlock safety switches or occupancy sensors
allows the lights to immediately switch off.
UVC radiation can cause some materials to degrade
prematurely so care needs to be taken when applying
these systems to ensure that susceptible materials are
adequately protected.
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Our science is
groundbreaking.
But our goal is simple.

Continue to produce innovative, technological
solutions  backed by science  that enhance our
customer’s image  save money  and create a better
environment to live, work and breathe  .
Steril-Aire, ISO Certified in both
9001:2015 and 14001:2015,
launched UVC for HVAC industry
in 1994 and remains the leader
today. Steril-Aire is the unrivaled
leader in the development of high
performance UVC solutions for air
and surface decontamination.


In hospitals. In laboratories. In
schools and government facilities
and offices and homes. Steril-Aire
devices are also used to enhance
food safety through mold and
bacteria control, extending product
shelf life and production yields.

Steril-Aire’s systems
engineered UVC Emitters are
the perfect solution for retrofit
or new HVAC systems. They
produce no ozone or secondary
contaminants. In addition to
being environmentally friendly,
they offer an average payback
within 24 months (or less) of
installation.

From reducing energy consumption and controlling costs, to
optimizing human and mechanical productivity, UVC solutions
from Steril-Aire pay measurable dividends to your financial health.

UVC has been independently tested against innumerable pathogens including SARS-like
Coronaviruses. There are understood dosages that can be applied for disinfection.
Steril-Aire’s unmatched very high output UVC works by destroying RNA and DNA of
microorganisms with specific energy fields. This allows Steril-Aire to be effective against many
types of viruses including: Flus, Coronaviruses, SARS, MERS, and Measles to name a few.
Contact us for your local Representative or to review our White Papers & Australian Case Studies
2840 N.Oceania
Lima Street
| Burbank,
| 818-565-1128 | lwww.steril-aire.com
Steril-Aire
l 1300
781 128CAl 91504
info@steril-aire.com.au
www.steril-aire.com.au
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POST PANDEMIC
TRENDS:

FOUR ADAPTIVE RISK MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES FOR
REGIONAL HOSPITALS
By Adam Garnys & Josiah Padget

The growing wave of post-pandemic migration to regional Australia will burden remote
hospitals, increasing stress on facilities and intensifying risk. But what if we are able to better
manage the burden and increased risk?

W

hile COVID-19 has, thankfully, not been as
devastating as predicted in Australia, this last
year has seen life disrupted across the whole
country. Corona Virus has shown us the future of flexible
working, an increasing disparity in income to city
property costs, and made our connection to nature and
rural Australia ever more attractive.
A recent forecast, backed by the Regional Australia
Institute, expects the aftershocks of COVID-19 to impact
regional population trends, with a growing number of
millennials looking to regional areas over capital city
living. But it’s not just individuals driving this migration. Ten
major businesses, including Telstra and two well known
banks, have committed to long term flexible working
arrangements. Signing up to the Regional Council 2031,
these companies are actively encouraging staff to live
and work in regional areas.
With such an increase in patient population comes a
larger scrutiny of risk management practices. Reports from
the Real Estate Institute indicate regional areas are already
seeing an influx of new residents so how can we practically
improve our hospital facilities and reduce risk with an
increasing strain on resources?
Here are the three challenges currently reshaping the
management of risk in Regional Hospitals:
With risk management under more scrutiny, how can we
verify our infrastructure and get environmental monitoring
samples to accredited laboratories from remote locations
in time to not compromise results?
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With a predicted stretch on our operational resources how
can we most economically manage risk?
If resources are stretched how do we best manage the
wider range of environmental challenges in remote areas?
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WE NEED RELIABLE TESTING AND NEW
TECHNOLOGIES
Many infrastructure and resource verification tests are time
sensitive.
AS2031:2012 Water Quality – Sampling for microbiological
analysis (See Table 1) outlines the maximum sample
retention time for commonly sampled hospital items. It
highlights the importance of sending samples to the lab
within a specified timeframe to ensure accurate results.
Even small delays in microbiology samples can amplify
or decrease results generating either a false negative
or false positive outcome. This can have catastrophic
consequences for Facility Management; an unexpected
Legionella outbreak or an unnecessary ward closure would
be devastating.
Remote and regional hospitals who do not have timely
access to accredited labs can now benefit from Reliable
Rapid Technologies. CETEC, a technical risk consultancy,
deploys accredited chemists and microbiologists to both test
and analyse legionella and bacteria in water and air on site.

Dr Paulo Da Silva, attests: “These checks have recognition
world wide and NATA accreditation. We’ve independently
verified 1000s of samples in-house against lab analysis
and we’re seeing strong confluence in data. It’s a game
changer. Hospitals we’re working with can get on the spot
results they can trust and peace of mind that they are
making optimum operational decisions.”
Additionally, good consultants will be able to offer further
testing options and work towards a Risk Management
Plan for training, test equipment & support. CETEC offer
resources and training so you can conduct basic routine
tests independently, such as Chlorine, TDS and Mycometer.

A MULTI-DISCIPLINARY SOLUTION WORKS
Due to the cost of travel, there is a significant benefit in
engaging multi-disciplinary consultants who can manage
water risk, air risk and dangerous goods compliance in
a single visit. By creating economies of scale, you can
reduce both your outgoing and time expenses, managing
one versus many different sub-contractors.

Clean air, our care

The lab provides the newest medication.
AFPRO Filters provides the clean air.

Everyone is entitled to clean, healthy air. It is an
important part of a healthy lifestyle and essential
in all public spaces. That is why we take our filters
to the next level. AFPRO Filters stands for health,
sustainability, efficiency and innovation. They all come
together in our latest creation: the AFPRO A+ filter.
Find out more at www.afprofilters.com.au
sales@afprofilters.com.au
+61 3 9312 4058

AFPRO A+ filter main quality features are:
● effective on even the smallest fine dust
particles (PM1)
● extremely energy efficient due to low air
resistance
● innovative filter media with a durable pre-layer
for easy installation
● Eurovent guaranteed performance
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Post pandemic trends: Four risk management strategies for regional hospitals.

Table 1: Maximum sample storage times and temperatures prior to laboratory analysis
Test

Maximum sample storage
time (including transport)

Storage temperature
(°C)

8 hours

5°C ± 3°C

General
•

Culturable microorganisms
(22°C, 30°C or 36°C)

Faecal indicators, vegetative bacteria
•
•
•

E.coli (and coliform bacteria)
Enterococci
Clostridium perfringens
(vegetative cells)

12 hours

5°C ± 3

Spores of sulfite-reducing bacteria
(Clostridium spp.)

24 hours

5°C ± 3

Bacteriophages

48 hours

5°C ± 3

Spores
•

Viruses
•

Faecal pathogens
•

Salmonella spp. and other
Enterobacteriaceae

12 hours

5°C ± 3

•

Cryptosporidium oocysts

24 hours

5°C ± 3

•

Giardia cysts

24 hours

5°C ± 3

•

Enteroviruses

48 hours

5°C ± 3

Other microorganisms
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•

Amoebae

•

Pseudomonas aeruginosa

24 hours

5°C ± 3

8 hours

ambient

•
•

Legionella spp.

24 hours

5°C ± 3

Cyanobacteria

48 hours

5°C ± 3

•

Campylobacter (thermophilic spp.)

24 hours

3°C ± 2

•

Helminth eggs

48 hours

5°C ± 3

DE-RISK SO YOU
UNDERSTAND HOW TO
MANAGE ENVIRONMENTAL
EVENTS
Compared to their city counterparts,
many country hospitals face the
elevated challenge of managing
bushfire smoke, ambient dust,
flooding and mould.
As a result it’s important to de-risk. A
baseline knowledge of a building’s Air
Tightness and it’s indoor environment
quality will inform you of the facility’s
risk relative to the norm. It will better
guide you on where you need to spend
on infrastructure improvement. It will,
additionally, allow consultants to create
plans outlining ways to manipulate the
operation of HVAC, hydraulic systems
and the occupied space to counter
adverse environmental events.

ENGAGE A CONSULTANCY
WHO ARE DIGITALLY
ACCESSIBLE AND OFFER
TRAINING AND SUPPORT
Ultimately the best technical risk
consultancy will be available when
you need them both on-site and
virtually. They will offer you training and
support. This allows you to verify your
infrastructure and not compromise
results, economically manage risk
and best manage the wider range of
environmental challenges by remote
hospitals.
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Leading Scientific Solutions

Air Quality

Water Microbiology

Air Tightness Testing

HVAC

BETTER INSIGHT & CONTROL
Because no risk is isolated, our multi-disciplinary team of risk
managment consultants uniquely work across interconnected systems
creating synergistic improvements so your hospital can excel.

Melbourne Brisbane Sydney Perth London San Francisco
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YOUR SOLUTION TO AS/NZS-4187
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ENDOSCOPY COMPLIANT FINAL
RINSE WATER
TM

AUTOMATED MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
DELIVERING CONTINUOUS,
BACTERIA-FREE RINSE WATER
COMPLIANT WITH HTM01-06: PART A-E
AND ISO 15883-4
MEETS AS/NZS-4187 TABLE 7.3
STANDARDS
OPTIONAL REVERSE OSMOSIS SYSTEM
IN TRISTEL RA SERIES 3

RA IS THE
NEW RO
TRISTEL RA IS
MORE EFFECTIVE, MORE
ECONOMICAL AND
MORE RELIABLE THAN
RO, BECAUSE:
RA PREVENTS BIOFILM.
RO DOESN’T.

GROWING GLOBAL INSTALL BASE
EFFECTIVE IN REDUCING HIGH LEVELS
OF MICROBIOLOGICAL CONTAMINATION

Endoscope in EWD

1. Prefilters 5μm and carbon
2. RO membrane
(RA Series 3 Only)

3. Large water holding tank
(RA Series 3 Only)

4. Tristel RA Activator
5. Tristel RA Base
6. 0.2μm bacterial filter

POWERED BY CHLORINE DIOXIDE
Tristel RA doses low levels of Tristel’s proprietary chlorine dioxide chemistry into the incoming
water supply used during an Endoscope Washer Disinfector’s (EWD) decontamination cycle.
Chlorine dioxide is compatible with materials within an EWD at the concentration dosed by Tristel
RA. Chlorine dioxide as dosed by Tristel RA does not damage endoscopes and does not affect
the chemical composition and efficacy of detergents (including enzymatic) and disinfectants
(including peracetic acid) commonly used in EWDs.

PROVEN EFFECTIVE
One Endoscopy Department in Wales (UK) had four EWDs that were out of action due to high
counts. While considering Tristel RA, three laboratories were commissioned to take full water
samples to assess water quality; results showed high Total Viable Counts (TVCs) after two
days, with some as high as 236. These increased to more than 900 after five days. Tristel RA
was installed to dose two of the four EWDs in the department. Five days after installation,
test results for water treated by Tristel RA showed zero TVCs.

Globally, hospitals with out-of-action EWDs have come back online
with the installation of Tristel RA.

TRISTEL NEW ZEALAND: +64 (0) 7 5771560 -mail-nz@tristel.com
TRISTEL AUSTRALIA: 1300 680 898 - mail-au@tristel.com
FOLLOW US: @TristelGlobal
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RA PROVIDES
BACTERIA-FREE WATER.
RO DOESN’T.
RA REMOVES >6 LOG
OF MYCOBACTERIA
AND PSEUDOMONAS
CONTAMINATION FROM
INCOMING WATER
SUPPLY. RO DOESN’T.
RA DOSES
CHLORINE DIOXIDE.
RO DOESN’T.
RA ACTIVELY
PREVENTS MICROBIAL
PROLIFERATION.
RO DOESN’T.
RA SAVES TIME, SPACE
AND MONEY. RO
DOESN’T.
CHLORINE DIOXIDE
HAS BEEN SHOWN TO
ACTIVELY PREVENT AND
BREAK DOWN BIOFILM.

CONTACT TRISTEL AND ASK
FOR OUR DEDICATED TRISTEL
RA TEAM AND ENGINEER
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ENDOSCOPE WASHER DISINFECTOR
WATER COMPLIANCE
IS REVERSE OSMOSIS THE ANSWER?

Case Study

A

S/NZS 4187 is changing, with water quality
requirements for both CSSD and Endoscopy
revised in line with ISO 15883 and HTM 01-06.
However, the requirements for CSSD and Endoscopy vary
greatly, so there may not be a one size fits all solution
with conventional products. While Reverse Osmosis (RO)
is a commonly discussed solution, how suitable is it for
Endoscopy?.
Historically, RO systems have been used for CSSD
departments with variable success rates. When it
comes to Endoscopy departments, RO systems can be
problematic in maintaining bacteria-free water quality. RO
systems require a ringmain; an expensive piping system
downstream of the RO that can supply Endoscope Washer
Disinfectors (EWDs) and circulate RO water back to the
system. If the ringmain is not installed by the manufacturer,
they may refuse to guarantee the water quality of the
system. The manufacturer of the RO only guarantees
bacteria free water within their own system and ringmain.
This means that installation of an RO system may not cure
existing water quality issues that could be faced in the
Endoscopy department. If there is an existing ringmain,
super chlorination will need to be performed, filters
changed, and the source of the contamination assessed.
The question remains; when water sampling yields a
positive result, who owns the No Man’s Land between RO
and EWD? While RO systems may be suited to CSSD, they
may be an expensive and imperfect solution for the more
stringent EWD Rinse Water requirements under AS/NZS4187.

Endoscopy requires its own
unique solution. Tristel has nearly
three decades of experience in
endoscopy, and developed the
Tristel RA (Rinse Assure) System
specifically for use with EWDs.
Tristel RA is a small, streamlined
unit that can be installed next to
EWDs, or in an adjacent room.
During the design and concept
stages of Tristel RA, Tristel
analysed ISO 15883 and HTM
01-06 and designed a product
to fully comply with these
standards. Tristel RA combines
pre-filtration from 5-micron to
0.2-micron, water deionisation,
RO and the addition of a non-toxic disinfectant – a
combination of all methods for water treatment, designed
to tick every box for supplying and maintaining bacteria
free water to your EWD. No other product on the market
was designed specifically for endoscopy, and guarantees
bacteria free rinse water.
The unique feature of Tristel RA lies within Tristel’s patented
chlorine dioxide chemistry. Chlorine dioxide is recognised
by the World Health Organisation for safe treatment of
drinking water. There are numerous studies comparing
chlorine dioxide, chlorine and thermal disinfection; with
the most recognisable study carried out by Johns Hopkins
University in the USA. The study concluded that chlorine
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without the negative side effects
associated with chlorine.
Tristel RA doses between 1.5 –
2.5ppm of chlorine dioxide; drinking
water is 0.5 – 0.8ppm, and the
Standards allow up to 10ppm for
EWDs. A constant presence of even
low levels of chlorine dioxide provides
the solution to existing water quality
issues and peace of mind moving
forward, with water compliant with AS/
NZS 4187 Table 7.3 and associated
Standards.
Tristel carried out an initial case study
in the Endoscopy Department of a
hospital in Wales (UK) that was known
to have water quality issues. Prior to
installation, three laboratories took
full water samples to assess current
quality of water supplied to four EWDs.
Results showed high Total Viable
Counts (TVC) after two days, some as
high as 236. TVCs increased to more
than 900 after five days.

dioxide is efficacious in eliminating
Legionella, Gram-Negative Bacteria
and Biofilm. In comparison, hyperchlorination was unable to achieve
this, nor function successfully as a
remediation shock treatment. Superheated water was also unable to
achieve this, nor function successfully
as a remediation shock treatment.
Tristel RA automatically doses pre-set
levels of chlorine dioxide at low levels
into the incoming water supply used
during an EWD’s cycle. The chemistry
is generated by mixing Tristel Base
Solution (citric acid) and Tristel
Activator Solution (sodium chlorite)
at point of use. Chlorine dioxide is
compatible with materials within an
EWD at the concentration dosed by
Tristel RA. Chlorine dioxide as dosed
by Tristel RA does not damage
endoscopes and does not affect the
chemical composition and efficacy
of detergents (including enzymatic)
and disinfectants (including peracetic
acid) commonly used in EWDs.
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The following statements are
mentioned in HTM 01-06, which were
used both to develop Tristel RA, and
to develop AS/NZS-4187 Table 7.3:

“Residual chlorine
remaining in a reprocessed
endoscope may reduce
the possibility of biofilm
formation and growth of
contaminants” (HTM 01-06
Part B - 2.62).
“The addition of a non-toxic
biocide to the final rinsewater may help prevent the
formation of biofilm” (HTM
01-06 Part B - 2.82).
While both being oxidative agents
and sharing a word, ‘chlorine’ and
‘chlorine dioxide’ have very different
properties. Chlorine dioxide is roughly
two and a half times more powerful
than chlorine on a molecule for
molecule basis, and is a selective
(rather than reactive) chemistry. This is
why low concentrations are effective,

Tristel RA was installed to dose two
of four EWDs in the department. The
two remaining EWDs continued to
operate as usual to act as control
bays. Upon installation of Tristel RA,
several high dose cycles were run to
purge the EWDs. Daily samples were
taken by the hospital and sent to
three laboratories for testing. Five days
after installation, water samples taken
from machines supplied by Tristel RA
showed zero TVCs.
The Tristel RA base is quickly
approaching 50 installations worldwide.
Since the first Tristel RA was installed
in 2015, no site has reported a failed
water sample. Tristel RA is approaching
3,000 final rinse water samples globally
without failure.
Concerned about compliance with
AS/NZS-4187 Table 7.3? Contact Tristel
to find out more about Tristel RA.
https://www.tristel.com/au/tristelproducts/tristel-ra
Phone 1300 680 868 or email
mail-au@tristel.com
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First choice for
corrosion protection
for HVAC equipment

With more than 40 years of experience, Blygold is the market leader in
high end corrosion protection of HVAC equipment
Tube sheet & waterbox cladding
 Prevents corrosion on tube
sheet and waterbox

 Prevents corrosion
 Unique products and
application

 Unique products and
application

 Triples the lifetime

 Seals off dissimilar metals
 High chemical and mechanical
resistance
 Preventive on new equipment
 Corrective rebuilding of
affected surfaces

 Saves up to 30% on energy
costs
 All types of air cooled HX
 11,000+ hours in salt spray test
 Factory & field application

Global presence....... local service
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HVAC coil coating and casings protection

NSW
P: 02 9481 0300
E: nsw@blygold.com.au

SA/NT
P: 08 8347 7695
E: sa-nt@blygold.com.au

QLD
P: 07 3807 0660
E: qld@blygold.com.au

VIC/TAS
P: 03 9544 6754
E: vic@blygold.com.au

Quality

WA
P: 08 9200 7002
E: wa@blygold.com.au

Innovation

Sustainability

New Zealand
P: +64 9 948 1560
E: xavier@blygold.co.nz

www.blygold.com.au
www.blygold.co.nz
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PROTECTING CRITICAL HEALTHCARE
INFRASTRUCTURE
By Robert Westerhout, National Compliance Manager and Matthew Read, Client Relationship
Manager, at Grosvenor Engineering Group

COVID has heightened awareness around the need to protect critical healthcare
infrastructure which is worth billions of dollars in Australia. Poorly maintained equipment will
affect the bottom line and most importantly doctor and patient safety, particularly in high
risk environments such as ICU. Reactive, unplanned repairs (breakdowns) are the outcome of
poorly protected or maintained equipment. Budget and asset management of equipment
is integral to the performance of all healthcare facilities with fire prevention and heating,
ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC) two of the most important considerations.

FIRE AND HVAC CONSIDERATIONS

D

ue to budget restraints, cost cutting on the fire
protection side of equipment generally occurs.
Instances have been found whereby clients
have installed a Novec 1280 fire extinguisher in lieu of a
Novec 1230 agent gaseous suppression system. These
fire extinguishers are not practical unless protecting
a very small area. When an extinguisher of this type is
discharged in a larger area it will have little impact on a
fire event. The installation of a pre-action sprinkler system
is a good way to remove risk of false activation in a
sprinkler protected building. Fire protection technologies
that should be considered include Novec 1230, ultra
hi-pressure water-mist systems, CLSS and other remote
monitoring fire systems.
In a hospital or clinic where patients and doctors are
interacting in high stress environments, it is critical that
HVAC equipment operates efficiently and reliably to
deliver high-quality conditions including clean air at the
correct temperature and humidity. Assets like chillers and
computer room air conditioners are also directly linked
to safe and reliable operation of high value medical
assets like modality MRI equipment. It is imperative that air
conditioning equipment supporting MRI control rooms and
multi-million dollar MRI’s are maintained to the highest level
with proactive repairs and upgrading of machines given
priority.
Failure to allow for specifically required maintenance or
strategically budgeting to upgrade obsolete HVAC assets

will directly affect patient and doctor comfort and in some
cases result in the closing of treatment rooms or other
critical areas.
HVAC equipment in the medical sector operates
across multiple applications and at varying loads and
temperatures. A stable 22 degrees is generally considered
ideal for patient and doctor comfort and six degrees for
chilled water supplied to MRI machines.

MINIMISING MISTAKES
When budgeting to purchase critical equipment, it is
common for owners to only budget for the cost of the
equipment and not take into account the protection
and ongoing reliability of equipment through proactive
repairs and maintenance. Cutting corners through
reactive maintenance and repairs will adversely affect
total asset lifecycle of equipment as well as ongoing
reliability and operational efficiency. Any healthcare
facility owner focused on cost reduction strategies while
excluding a strategic and data driven approach to
asset management is potentially creating operational,
commercial and safety risks. A whole of life asset
management approach is critical for both fire and HVAC
assets.

IMPORTANT FACTORS TO CONSIDER
Adequately train staff working in healthcare facilities on
what to do in an emergency/fire. If staff do not understand
how the fire protection systems operate, they can hinder
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performance. VESDA fire detection systems are some of
the most effective in protecting lives. Selecting the best
possible special hazards system is also critical as it protects
the property. Selecting the correct system could be the
difference between a small repair cost post fire event and
a complete replacement. Consult with an insurer prior to
selecting the best special hazard system.
Ensuring all baseline data is passed on from the installation
contractor to the maintenance provider is critical to
ensure these systems are tested and maintained correctly.
Baseline data is the benchmark for fire protection
companies and barometer for ensuring systems function
as per their intended design.
Medical buildings must be made safer, more comfortable
plus operate reliably and cost effectively through the
application of focused asset maintenance and lifecycle
management protocols.

MANAGING BUDGET EXPECTATIONS
Healthcare equipment varies depending on the type
of system selected, size and use and size of the room
equipment is in. A standard MRI room in a sprinkler
protected building with a gaseous suppression system
such as a Novec 1230 would cost upwards of $85,000,
and ongoing maintenance is approximately $10,000 $12,000 per annum. However, the same room protected
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by a pre-action system would cost less than $30,000 with
ongoing maintenance approximately $750 per annum.
Strategic budget planning that accounts for asset
lifecycle, breakdown history and overall cost of ownership
will reduce risk overall, mitigate the chances of unforeseen
reactive breakdowns and customer discomfort in addition
to positively affecting the bottom line.

FIRE CASE STUDY – UNIVERSITY OF NSW
PRINCE OF WALES HOSPITAL FACILITY
The University of NSW Prince of Wales Hospital facility
recently undertook a refurbishment and is now home
to the new 3T Prisma MRI system. This facility provides
researchers with state-of-the-art MR imaging capabilities
and collaboration between leading academic, research
and health care institutions.
An analogue addressable fire detection system was
installed with a double interlock pre-action sprinkler system
for the MRI suites. Copper sprinkler heads were utilised in
the machine room to not affect radiation emitted from the
MRI scanner. Led was used to line the room to ensure the
sealing of any penetration. The systems used combine all
the benefits of a standard sprinkler system with the added
protection against accidental water damage. The preaction was coupled with a VESDA smoke detection system
– providing the earliest possible warning of an impending
fire hazard.
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DOCTORS WITHOUT BORDERS (MSF)
MUCH MORE THAN FIELD HOSPITALS

By Elvina Motard, Strategy & Programme Manager; Maria Ten Palomares, Energy Project Developer; Céline Van Lamsweerde, Construction Referent

INTRODUCTION

T

he concept of humanitarian action — impartial lifesaving assistance provided to people suffering from
severe crisis — has not changed in years, and the
contexts in which the humanitarian actors are working
have always been affected by power structures, socialpolitical dynamics, and environmental factors. Medical
humanitarian organisations play a key role to alleviate
suffering and maintain human dignity during and after
both acute and protracted crises and recovery situations.
But some things have changed. The technical specialism
of some medical responses has increased from general
coverage of basic lifesaving medical actions in the
1970s and 1980s to a level of considerable expertise and
specialism in some medical fields today. The quick-in and
quick-out approach still exists in some acute emergencies,
but we now more frequently adopt a quick-in and gradualhandover approach, leading to longer project durations.
As one of the best known international humanitarian
medical organisations, Médecins Sans Frontières— widely
known as MSF or Doctors Without Borders — is facing a
growing need to integrate innovative strategies when
designing health facilities adapted to the new operational
realities.

MSF IN HUMANITARIAN ACTION
MSF is an organisation working in the humanitarian field
since 1971. We work in 72 countries and have an average
of around 460 projects around the world, providing
medical assistance to people affected by conflict,
epidemics, disasters, or exclusion from healthcare. In the
Brussels Operational Center (one of MSF’s five Operational
Centers and representing 26% of MSF’s field operations),
we manage 113 medical response projects in 37
countries and employ around 11,000 international and
locally-recruited staff.
To build an operational response, we first conduct an
assessment of needs; then a medical strategy is defined
together with adapted solutions and options, taking
into account an analysis of contextual parameters. The

operational response is always the result of an arbitration
between:
• Timing: the deployment time as well as the expected
duration of the operational project;
• Quality: linked to the standards set in place. We take
into account local standards but also we apply our
own standards depending on the kind of activities
performed; and
• Resources: organisational resources as well as the local
sourcing possibilities.

MSF AND HEALTH FACILITIES
Since the mid-2000s, MSF developed and worked with
increasingly complex health facilities. In 2017, 749,700
patients were admitted in MSF’s facilities around the world,
288,900 births were assisted (including caesarean sections)
and 110,000 major surgical interventions were performed.
Depending on operational ambitions, the solutions
deployed for health facilities range from setting up
temporary structures, to rehabilitations of buildings or
new constructions. This choice is made depending on
the nature of the response. Following a crisis or a natural
disaster, we need to be effective as fast as possible. To
increase our effectiveness in this first line emergency
response, we developed rapid deployment kits, ranging
from a rapid intervention surgical kit setup in few hours
and with an initial lifespan of 3 days, to a full modular
field hospital made of inflatable tents deployed in
about 3 days. Kits for water and sanitation as well as
energy (sources and distribution) are part of the set-up.
In a second phase, we often develop post-emergency
responses, providing semi-permanent or permanent
infrastructures to continue assistance to the population.
Regardless of the response phase, our facilities need
to be self-contained, allowing us to run our installations
autonomously (energy and potable water supply,
medical waste and waste water processing, biomedical
equipment, etc.). After their setup, we manage and
maintain these facilities in the short (<2 years), medium
(2–5 years), or long term (>5 years) depending on rapidly
changing operational needs; then they are handed over
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to other — often local — organisations or authorities. This
process allows an integrated phased approach.
Example: phased approach
Event:

Emergency
response:

Post
emergency
response:

Project end:

Typhoon Haiyan Emergency
rips through the tent hospital
Philippines
operational
(general
hospital)

First patient in
prefabricated
hospital

Handed
over to local
authorities

Nov 8th, 2013

June 23rd,
2014

October 2014

Mid-Nov, 2013

Today, in the Brussels Operational Center, we are involved
in 25 projects (out of 113) where MSF has responsibility
for the oversight and management of a health facility.
The medical activities carried out in these facilities are
increasingly complex: obstetric surgery, trauma care,
orthopaedic surgery, neonatal care, and, perhaps in the
near future, reconstructive surgery. Compared to the nonhumanitarian health sector, our health facilities are rather
small (maximum capacity of 300 beds), but they often
cope with huge volumes of activities.
Indicative volumes
Name &
location of
facility

Type of
activity

Number of
beds

Volume
(2017)

Tabarre, Haiti

Trauma centre
(orthopaedic
and general
surgery)

121

6,539 surgeries

Khost,
Afghanistan

Mother &
Child care
(Maternity, OT,
neonatology)

91

23,000 births

L’Arche,
Burundi

Trauma centre

75

4,100 surgeries

As the diversity of contexts and complexity where the
current humanitarian response takes place are increasing,
MSF is facing a rapid growth of activities. In 2017, we
completed or started 9 construction projects, with a total
building size of 12,900m². In 2018, 8 construction projects
are ongoing, with an additional total building size of
30,000m². The figure below shows a part of the Brussels
Operational Centre’s health facilities portfolio; facilities
currently running and under construction.
Three of the largest ongoing construction projects are a
50-bed general hospital in Bar Elias, Lebanon; a 50-bed
trauma centre in Kunduz, Afghanistan; and a 161-bed
mother and child hospital in Kenema, Sierra Leone. These
facilities are representative of our current challenges as
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they are in diverse contexts, the first one being close to
the Syrian border, the second one being in a conflict
zone, and the third one being the country with the highest
maternal mortality in the world. We will refer to these
projects throughout this paper.

DESIGNING, IMPLEMENTING, AND RUNNING
HEALTH FACILITIES IN THE HUMANITARIAN
FIELD: CHALLENGES
Setting up and running health facilities for a medical
humanitarian organisation presents many challenges,
leading us to rethink traditional logics of health facilities’
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we intervene. It is of critical importance to find the right
balance between quality and timing.
The timing, quality, and resources factors are also
impacted by local contextual constraints. One of them
is climate. We have to develop technical solutions in
countries with temperatures above 40°C, as in South
Sudan, or in countries such as Ukraine, with more than
40°C temperature difference between summer and
winter. Accessibility and security are another two key
constraints. Sometimes plane or boat are the only means
of transport, or we need to develop specific security
contingency measures (i.e. ballistic protection or specific
flow management). Local availability of material and/
or expertise are also key, as these will heavily impact the
design of our solutions, resources planning, and timing.
Finally, cultural factors, such as the need to segregate
male, female or caretakers in countries as Afghanistan,
need to be taken into account. The combination of these
constraints, together with the rapidly evolving needs of
the humanitarian response, requires the definition and
implementation of flexible solutions, easily adaptable to
each unique situation.

FROM CHALLENGES TO SOLUTIONS:
EXAMPLES
Modul(h)o, prefabricated modular buildings

planning and implementation. With the specialisation of
our medical activities, our quality requirements become
more rigorous in terms of infection control, space
management, and comfort, which challenge us in the
type of structures and equipment we use and maintain.
Almost 60% of our projects last for more than 4 years, with
an average project lifetime of 8 years, which makes us
reflect from the early stages on the sustainability of our
structures. However, even if the lifespan of our projects
tends to be longer, the timeframe to implement new
projects often remains very short. This is due to the nature
of the organisation, as well as the volatile contexts in which

To face some of these challenges for post-emergency
responses, and provide modular and flexible solutions,
we have investigated into building health facilities with
prefabricated infrastructures since the mid-2000s. One
of the first full deployments was done in the aftermath
of the earthquake in Pakistan in 2005. An 84-container
(1,128m²) semi-permanent 50-bed secondary healthcare
facility was built to replace the destroyed district referral
hospital. In 2010, using the same prefabricated container
manufacturer, we deployed a 121-bed trauma centre
made of 268 containers (4,000m²), following the
earthquake that hit Haiti in 2010. Capitalising on this
experience, we went for another prefabricated solution
(made of wood-fibre and resin composite with antimicrobial properties) to build a 70-bed general hospital in
Guiuan, Philippines after the Haiyan typhoon. This pavilion
structure, made of 18 prefabricated buildings (2,600m²)
was designed to last 5 years and was designed and
deployed in 5 months.
Tabarre Hospital, Haiti, 2012
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Guiuan hospital, Philippines, 2014

In 2016, with the lessons learned from these experiences,
we started to develop a modular prefabricated solution.
The goal of this project is to design health structures with
high quality standards to be deployed in any context within
a short timeframe, with a limited need for trained staff, and
with a long lifespan.
It is based on a basic module of 90m² which can be
connected to other basic modules to create any medical
services used in the field today. To shorten the design
phase and to ensure well-suited space management, 23
standard layouts were defined for all medical services, with
dimensions based on requirements for a 100-bed facility.
The product, defined with an external partner, is modular,
allowing easy addition and removal of wall panels,
doors, and windows and adaptation of the building to
the changing needs. The modules are made from an
aluminium frame and insulated sandwich panels that can
be easily cleaned, and are long lasting (estimated lifespan
of 30 years). The floor slab is incorporated within the
metal framework and the foundations are above ground,
meaning limited groundworks and a ‘dry’ construction
without concrete. Water and sanitation kits, as well as
energy kits, were also developed to have a fully functional
structure. Light and dismountable, the module doesn’t
need heavy machinery to be installed, and it can be
deployed in one week by 8 people (one specialised staff
and 7 labourers.
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Low-tech principles were applied to ensure quality care
and optimum comfort for patients and medical staff:
improved heat insulation, passive natural ventilation,
protection from rainwater, and direct sunlight through
covered walkways.
Following this R&D process, a supply plan was elaborated
to deploy the hospital modules in the field in a fast and
efficient way. A set of basic modules and adapted kits are
prepositioned for fast deployment.
Since 2016 we have deployed this structure in 3 countries,
in existing health facilities where we wanted to increase
the volume and/or the quality of infrastructures. We are
currently using this solution to build the Kenema and
Kunduz hospitals.
Location

Number of
modules

Deployment
time

Facility built

Doro, South
Sudan

9 (1,300m²)

13 weeks

Obstetric
department,
inpatient
maternity
department,
neonatal
intensive
care unit,
emergency
consultation
ward

Bassikounou,
Mauritania

4 (580m²)

8 weeks

Operating
department

Tabarre, Haiti

7,6 (1,100m²)

15 weeks

Outpatient
structure

Kunduz,
Afghanistan

24 (3,900m², 35%
of total buildings)

ongoing

Trauma centre

Kenema,
Sierra Leone

56 (6,700m², 35%
of total buildings)

ongoing

Mother & Child
hospital
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With a cost of about 1200€/m² (including transport), this
solution tackles several challenges around availability of
expertise and quality of local constructions, and provides a
good balance between deployment time and operating
lifespan.

cost-effective and more sustainable energy solutions.
Based on this, we formulated a comprehensive energy
vision aiming to evaluate the potential of all energy
sources (renewable and non-renewable).
We are now implementing this vision in Kunduz, Kenema,
and Bar Elias. In these locations, the high estimates for
energy use strongly motivate considerable efforts to
administer energy-saving measures and implement the
most energy-efficient setups to supply them. This includes
considerations beyond the electricity system itself, involving
improvements in the thermal energy performance of
buildings that are subject to heating, ventilation, and
air-conditioning (more than 50% of the overall energy is
used to ensure a suitable indoor climate and to prevent
airborne infections).
As an example, the Modul(h)o buildings that are to be
used in Kunduz are upgraded with canvas coverings
to better cope with the cold climate; in Kenema solar
heaters will be used to heat the water for the laundry;
and in Bar Elias solar heaters are used to preheat the
water used in the air handling units. There are also high
ambitions regarding the use of renewable energy sources
for electricity, such as in Kenema, where the energy setting
will be a solar-diesel hybrid system including 1.7 MWp
of photovoltaic panels. The cost benefit analysis of this
energy solution showed a six-year return on investment and
a 75% reduction in CO2 emissions.

BEYOND TRADITIONAL ENERGY SETUPS
The long-term nature of some MSF projects and their
increasing complexity are causing an energy demand
growth by order(s) of magnitude. Energy use in MSF’s
health facilities is usually higher than in health facilities in
the Global South and comparable to European hospital
settings.
The most common source of energy supply in MSF is
generators. We estimate around 350-400 stationary
generators are currently deployed globally by the Brussels
Operational Center, using approximately 5,000m3 of fuel
and amounting to 13,500 tons of CO2 per year (2016
data). Energy production is key for MSF’s operations;
ensuring quality energy supply together with the safety of
people, the protection of equipment, and the continuity of
service is a challenge.
All of these factors called for an extension of the vision of
what energy means to MSF, and how we meet the needs
of our patients and staff. Concepts — largely based on
existing technology — were needed that could offer both

On the supply-side management, instead of the traditional
use of differently sized generators during different parts
of the day to better match variations on the load side,
Kunduz and Kenema’s hospitals will use synchronised
generators (8 of 220kVA and 4 of 220kVA, respectively) to
increase the possibility of following the load variations and
thus improve the life-time of the generators. In Bar Elias, to
improve the operation and management of the hospital,
an energy monitoring strategy was developed to assess
and re-assess the actual service needs. This will allow it to
be used as an internal benchmarking — where the energy
consumption can be followed over time — as well as an
external benchmarking to allow for comparison to other
facilities and give input on future energy setups.

RUNNING OUR HEALTH FACILITIES:
TECHNICAL MANAGEMENT
The longer our projects run and the higher the medical
complexity gets, the more difficult it becomes to maintain
our facilities, taking into account our challenges linked to
changing operational needs and the turnover of team
members. In most countries, the health facilities that we
run are not subjected to norms and it is not an aim for
MSF to reach international certifications. We however get
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inspired by these norms and methodologies to develop
our processes and tools.
With that approach we have developed a toolkit for the
technical management of health facilities. It provides
general guidance in terms of preventive and corrective
maintenance, inspired from CMMS and adapted to
our operations. This toolkit includes generic preventive
maintenance plans and protocols based on our standard
installations and equipment.
In order to identify and mitigate threats linked to the
contexts in which we operate, we are using the Risk
Analysis and Risk Response-RARR methodology. We are
now starting to use this methodology to also analyse and
mitigate the risks linked to our technical installations, to
raise awareness within our teams, to help in prioritisation of
mitigation measures, and to move towards an integrated
risk management culture within the organisation.
Having such processes and methodologies, and
embracing a risk management culture, helps us to face
our challenges. It makes our interventions more sustainable
as these processes build the analytical skills of our staff.

This way, when our activities are handed over, our locally
trained staff can continue to use them. Furthermore,
it helps our international staff face the technical
management of health facilities, even if there is a high
turnover of staff.

CONCLUSION – DISCUSSION: ENGINEERING
SERVING THE PURPOSE OF HUMANITARIAN
ACTION?
MSF considers its strength to come from its identity as a
medical humanitarian emergency organisation; however,
the traditional emergency context our teams work in is
changing. The complexity of our medical activities is
growing; the socio-political contexts are getting more
complex and volatile and the lifespan of our projects is
increasing. Within this framework, there is a need to design
and implement health facilities able to provide a longerterm operational response and which may differ from
those that are fast and effective in a classical emergency
context.
The challenges of this evolving context require flexible
engineering solutions in all technical domains. In this paper
we presented some of these solutions on the construction,
energy, and technical management side. These solutions
make it possible to adapt to specific contextual factors
and, at the same time, provide a high quality medical
space for our patients and medical teams. However, these
solutions bring complexity into our operations. The specific
expertise required for their setup and maintenance,
the turnover of our staff, and the diverse and changing
contexts in which we operate sometimes make our
decision-making slower.
Several questions arise then from this new picture: how
can we ensure that this specialisation will not impact
our effectiveness as an emergency humanitarian
organisation? How will we transform these challenges into
opportunities without losing flexibility, an essential part
of the nature of our organisation? How are we going to
remain an organisation acting based on needs, without
being biased by technological trends? Lastly, how can we
develop this expertise while not losing jack-of-all-trades
versatility?
If we want engineering to be an opportunity and not
a threat, those questions must be further discussed
and tackled. We need to find professionals with highly
varied backgrounds and willing to work on the ground;
professionals able to adapt and transfer their knowledge
and expertise while serving the purpose of humanitarian
action.
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MEDICAL & HEALTHCARE
PRODUCT SOLUTIONS

Richmond is the one stop shop for all your equipment needs! Order all of your wheels, storage
solutions, cleaning products, trolleys, lifting equipment, and more from one convenient source.

MEDICAL CASTORS

TROLLEYS & HANDTRUCKS

This range has been engineered and tested to meet the
highest specifications for the healthcare industry.
Furniture Castors

Medi Twin

Suits office furniture, IV
poles and bedside tables.

Suited to medical carts
and monitor trolleys

•

Multiple fitting options
available.

•
•

•

Nylon wheels.

•

Brake option available.

•

Smooth ride.
Non-marking,
polyurethane tyres.
Brake option available.

Plastech
Medical Castors

Central Locking
Medical Series

Mild wash down and
shower chair applications.

Move medical equipment
and patients with ease.

•
•

•
•
•

•

Enclosed plastic design.
Quiet running and
non-marking wheels.
Total Lock & Brake and
Directional Lock available.

Smooth, quiet running.
Attractive chrome finish.
Total Lock & Brake
and Directional Lock
available.

ABS Central
Locking Series

ABS Central Locking
Twin Wheel

One point locking,
perfect for hospital beds.

Twin wheels and one
point locking, perfect
for hospital beds.

•
•
•

Precision ball bearing
swivel head.
Quiet running.
Total Lock & Brake
and Directional Lock
available.

•
•
•

Transport your goods and supplies with ease while
reducing the risk of manual handling injuries.

Can’t find anything that suits your needs? We can customize or custom manufacture
the perfect trolley for your application. Contact our staff for more information.

Precision ball bearing
swivel head.
Quiet running.
Total Lock & Brake and
Directional Lock available.

ON SITE SERVICE AND MAINTENANCE
To keep your equipment rolling reliably for longer we
offer on-site maintenance. We work with you to design
a program that aligns with your budget restrictions
but also minimises equipment downtime.

PLASTICS & STORAGE

Dispose of waste, sort items, store supplies, sort ingredients, transport
cleaning equipment and lots more! We offer plastic storage solutions for
all areas of care.

Contact us to get a
copy of our Medical
& Healthcare Product
Guide or go to
richmondau.com
to download a copy

CONTACT OUR STAFF IN YOUR STATE FOR MORE INFORMATION ON THE FULL RANGE OF SERVICES WE CAN OFFER

1300 474 246

sales@richmondau.com

richmondau.com
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Quick connection,

immediate retention
of waterborne pathogens.
Pall QPoint ® Water Filters
Choose an immediate, robust and cost effective
engineering measure to effectively retain
waterborne microorganisms at the point-of-use.
u

Barrier against waterborne contaminants
including Legionella spp., Pseudomonas spp.
and non-tuberculous mycobacteria

u

Validated, double layer sterilizing grade filtration

u

Simple fit - no additional plumbing required

Contact us for more information

www.pall.com/medical
email: austadmin@ap.pall.com
© 2020 Pall Corporation. Pall,
and QPoint are trademarks of Pall Corporation.
® indicates a trademark registered in the USA. 200217.1WGL
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Connection. Immediate Retention.
Filtration.Separation.Solution.
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PIVOT: TO SHIFT TO A NEW STRATEGY
By Kristiana Greenwood, Director Strategic Relationships, GJK Facility Services
www.gjkfacilityservices.com.au

COVID-19 has shown just how essential cleaners are in ensuring public safety and nowhere
more important than in hospitals. Cleaning professionals have been frontline workers during
the pandemic and they will be crucial in making a successful transition into the postCOVID-19 context.

W

e are in the midst of a one in 100 year event
that has rocked the world and changed our
future forever. It has had a massive hit on our
economy, a huge impact on our wellbeing and sadly it
has caused unnecessary loss of life. It has also taught us
a very valuable lesson – we must plan and prepare for
the unexpected and not be complacent.
The cleaning industry has had to pivot and change as
fast as the medical industry because they are the ones

protecting us from needing medical care. Standard
cleaning is no longer an option – new processes, new
products, new training and new strategies have had to be
developed and adopted within an extremely short amount
of time, and suddenly the cleaning industry is getting
some attention.
To be fair, the medical industry has always understood
the importance of good hygiene but we have all had to
step it up. Hospitals have had to partner with experienced
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cleaning professionals that can carry out these increased
measures without disrupting patients, visitors or staff. That
means carefully scheduling cleans, so they take place
either side of high-use periods, and having plans in place
to ensure high touchpoints are disinfected as often as
required. Simply increasing the frequency of cleaning and
hygiene only adds to cleaning costs so a strategic and
targeted approach will keep patients and staff safe with
minimal disruption and expense.
Before COVID-19, visitors and patients had a passive role in
ensuring that the hygiene of the hospital was maintained.
Now, education is paramount in ensuring that everyone
is adhering to personal hygiene standards. Facilities also
need to ensure they have adequate stocks of hygiene
supplies, such as hand sanitiser, gloves, masks and other
PPE. Effective hospital cleaning and hygiene procedures
will be undone if personal hygiene protocol isn’t followed.
The cleaning industry has had to get innovative! Products
that meet EPA’s criteria to disinfect against the coronavirus
were developed in weeks, new cleaning strategies had to
be created right away, deep cleaning became standard
and personal protective equipment was suddenly the
norm. Although PPE has long been a practice in some
areas of hospitals in order to adhere to work safety
standards, now gloves, goggles, and masks are the bare
minimum everywhere. Depending on the risk level of the
place being cleaned, personnel are now expected to
wear not just cleaning uniforms but PPEs akin to hazmat
suits.
Single use items in hospital cleaning have become a must
– single use does not have to mean disposable. Cloths
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and mops and other cleaning materials can be changed
after each use. Changing and washing after use will
drastically reduce the risk of transferring infectious agents
without having to throw materials away. To ensure user and
patient safety, some PPE does need to be disposed of.
Masks should be changed regularly, and gloves need to
be changed after every task — even during tasks in highrisk areas.
A ‘single use’ will vary from task to task, but cleaners need
to be careful not to transfer potential infectious agents
from one surface or area to another. Mops and cloths
should be changed when moving between rooms or
zones and even surface types.
Scientists are still discovering an average of two to four
new species of virus each year and as such, hospitals
have come to expect higher quality and standards from
commercial cleaners. This not only applies to the work
itself but also to the workers who perform the service. The
industry has had to adapt and adapt fast to keep up with
demand and to keep us safe.
The good news is that we have adapted and we are
now prepared. Complacency is not a word any longer in
our vocabulary and professional commercial cleaning
companies are now being viewed with a different lens.
It’s important to find a cleaning company that can adapt
and pivot with the new challenges that are thrown at us
and who can work in partnership with customers to truly
understand their needs and deliver them – whether that
means offering professional advice to the customer or
listening to the advice of the customer.
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Case Study

HYPERBARIC OXYGEN TREATMENT
(HBOT)

By Kaeser Compressors

In May 2020, the Royal Hobart Hospital (RHH), Tasmania’s largest, officially opened its new
Department of Diving and Hyperbaric Medicine, State Referral Centre, featuring a new stateof-the-art hyperbaric chamber which boasts a greater capacity and capability for patient
treatment as well as supplying a world-class research and training facility.

A

medical hyperbaric chamber is used to deliver
Hyperbaric Oxygen Treatment (HBOT), a well-known
therapy for treating decompression illness, making
it essential for commercial and recreational diving
industries. In addition, it has been used for many years to
treat patients with an array of medical conditions such as
diabetic ulcers, tissue injury from radiation after treatment
for cancer, osteoradionecrosis, and serious infections
such as gangrene. While most patients with such
conditions will heal eventually by traditional methods, a
course of HBOT in addition to standard treatments, can
speed up and enhance the healing process.
HBOT works by increasing the partial pressure of oxygen in
the blood and tissues. The patient sits or lies in a hyperbaric
chamber and is given 100% oxygen to breath via a mask
or hood and the pressure is increased to 2.4 atmospheres.
The high partial pressure of oxygen increases the diffusion
distance that oxygen can penetrate into tissues. Repeated
hyperoxic stimulation has proven to accelerate the healing
process, where on average, a patient undertakes around
20 to 40 treatments over the course of four to eight
consecutive weeks.
The new hyperbaric chamber at RHH was designed
and engineered by Fink Engineering. A world leader
in hyperbaric technology, Fink Engineering is based in
Queensland, Australia and pioneered the design and
development of the rectangular shape for hyperbaric
chambers back in 1994 which has been used effectively
ever since.
Unlike traditional cylindrical shaped and double locked
hyperbaric chambers with a typical patient capacity of
2 to 5 patients, these rectangular shaped hyperbaric
chambers feature a triple lock and can simultaneously
treat up to 10 patients.
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The new hyperbaric chamber now in operation at the
RHH is also fitted with capability of depressurisation to
simulate altitude. There are currently only a few dual
capable chambers like it in the world. A first for the
southern hemisphere, this can pressurise (hyperbaric) and
depressurise (hypobaric). This means that the chamber
can also be used for altitude research and training using.
It will be possible for researchers, for example in the
aerospace sector, to study the effects of high altitude on
the body, in particular, low oxygen levels and low ambient
air pressure.
High quality, dry and clean compressed air is essential for
a medical hyperbaric chamber to operate. Once patients
have been fitted with a breathing mask or hood, the doors
to the hyperbaric chamber are closed. The atmospheric
pressure inside the chamber is then increased by opening
values which allow high pressure air to enter.
For many years, Fink Engineering has chosen Kaeser
compressed air equipment to meet these requirements
and in the case of RHH, two CSD 125 T rotary screw
compressors with integrated refrigerant dryers along with
a comprehensive air treatment package was chosen.
The hyperbaric chambers require high quality and high
volumes of clean and medical breathing air that meets
Australian and New Zealand standards. It is essential
that the air is medical grade and clean. Staff inside
the chamber breathe pressurised air while attending to
patients. Patients receive hyperbaric oxygen treatment
while breathing from a mask or a hood. They also breathe
the hyperbaric chamber air when taking short breaks
during treatment.
It is also essential that the compressed air system is
reliable. Ultimately the last thing you would want is a
compressor failure to stop the chamber functioning mid-
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treatment which is also a reason a double redundancy
system was installed. That way there is always a backup
compressor, if required, to supply the compressed air
needed to finish a treatment.
The CSD T series of rotary screw compressors with an
integrated refrigeration dryer deliver premium compressed
air quality. The latest generation of CSD systems not only
deliver more compressed air for less energy, but they also
combine ease of use and maintenance with exceptional
versatility and an environmentally responsible design.
At the heart of every CSD system lies a premium quality
airend featuring Kaeser’s Sigma Profile rotors. Flowoptimised for impressive performance, these advanced
rotors help the CSD systems set the highest standards for
efficiency.
Maximum performance and efficiency are further
delivered thanks to the inclusion of a super premium
efficiency IE4 class motor as standard.

The integrated refrigeration dryer provides high-efficiency
performance thanks to its energy saving control. The dryer
is therefore active only when compressed air actually
needs to be dried: this approach consequently achieves
the required compressed air quality with maximum
efficiency.
A centrifugal separator fitted with an electronic Eco-Drain
condensate drain installed upstream from the refrigeration
dryer ensures that condensate is reliably pre-separated
and drained, even when ambient temperatures and
humidity are high.
Moreover, the refrigeration dryers are equipped with
R-513A refrigerant, which has a very low GWP (Global
Warming Potential) value. This means that these efficient
dryers will be future-proof for their entire life cycle.
The compressors were complimented with a complete
air treatment package. This included Kaeser filters – the
key component to produce compressed air to all purity
classes as per ISO 8573-1.

Know it’s safe —
anytime, anywhere.
SenseIoT provides customers with wireless
monitoring systems that are designed to improve
building maintenance and management.
Key features include:
•

Over 50+ Types of Sensors

•

HVACR Energy Management

•

Custom Alerts

•

Scalable Solutions

•

Global Access

•

MODBUS Interface

LIMITED 45-DAY TRIAL AVAILABLE

Call us, 03 8640 0123 or visit
our website senseiot.com.au
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PROTECTING CYBER
NETWORKS IN BUILDINGS
By Cameron Exley, Cybersecurity & OT Networks Manager at
Grosvenor Cyber Solutions

The need to protect buildings with a cyber security system can be correlated to the increasing
profile and volume of attacks against these assets. It is no longer possible to remain blissfully
unaware that buildings are valuable targets for cyber criminals. One of the first high-profile
attacks in 2014 was targeted at a large US retailer. A malicious outsider gained access to the
Point-of-Sales systems through the Operation Technology (OT) networks. They exfiltrated millions
of credit card numbers and access went unnoticed for several months. The initial point of
access for this attack was the HVAC remote access system – left wide open by the contractor
for the convenience of remote monitoring and service.

P

rime Minister Scott Morrison also recently warned
that spy agencies have witnessed increased
hacking activity targeting a wide range of assets.
Foreign state-backed attackers appear to be targeting
buildings, public infrastructure and private OT systems.

INTEREST IN CYBER NETWORKS IS ON THE
INCREASE
For proactive customers, interest is usually driven from
fear. Customer conversations are now often led with ‘I
don’t understand any of this but I don’t want to be in the
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news either’. The amount of fear mongering across the
property industry amongst building owners is increasing.
Businesses need to have sensible conversations with a
trusted partner to understand why they are purchasing
a cyber security solution – rather than just ticking a
compliance box. Most corporate compliance policies
now require a cyber solution to safeguard against an
attack. Fully understanding the threats will help building
owners formulate a plan to prevent or minimise the
damage caused from a future cyber attack.
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COMMON CYBER MISTAKES
There are three common mistakes building owners
are making including no network segmentation,
unmaintained hosts within networks and mixed use of the
OT network.
The first step – segmenting the network is critical in
reducing overall risk and reduces the blast radius in the
event something does happen. Depending on how the
system is segmented, building owners may mitigate the
risk of a ransomware attack from their entire network
down to only a small slice of it.
Second is maintenance of hosts operating on OT
networks. Often, a contractor will supply and install
a server or workstation for their system to run. What is
rarely discussed is who is responsible for the ongoing
maintenance of this machine? Building owners will
assume the contractor, and the contractor will assume
the building owner. This results in a grey area with nobody
applying updates, ensuring anti-malware protection is
installed etc. The previously referenced WannaCry attack
could not affect hosts that had the most current Windows
updates applied.

EMERGING CYBER TRENDS
Ransomware is on the increase. A growing number of
customers are reporting OT networks that have been
infected with malware. This type of malware rarely has
a single target in mind and whilst it’s busy encrypting all
the files on a computer, it is looking for the next target
within the same network. These infections quickly spread
to every computer within the network and can sometimes
make their way onto unexpected equipment such as a
CCTV camera or shopping centre way finder.
This type of malware is becoming more and more
common as cyber criminals have realised how effective
this method can be to quickly raise funds. They usually
spread through phishing emails (“Click here to claim
your free honey glazed ham!”) but have also been
known to spread through vulnerabilities in operating
systems and equipment. Most of the world was affected
by the ransomware dubbed ‘WannaCry’ in 2017 with
devastating consequences.

Finally, a common mistake is the mixture of use cases
for an OT network. Not only should the network be
segmented into chunks, but users should not be allowed
to perform functions outside of what is necessary to
operate the OT in that building. The most common entry
points for infections stem from personal email use on the
OT networks. Users often don’t have the luxury of email
filters that corporates install. Without any anti-malware or
software updates installed, a single click on a phishing
link can quickly result in a total network takeover.

CYBER SOLUTIONS PROTECT BUILDINGS
There are several IT solutions to choose from. Some of
the most popular include firewalls, intrusion detection
systems and endpoint protection. Building owners need
to understand OT does not operate in the same way
IT equipment does. Choose cyber security equipment
and policies that cause limited disruption to the current
network and technologies and work within the OT
ecosystem. Understanding how humans interact with
the systems is also an important consideration. Facility
managers, HVAC technicians and CCTV installers all
need to work together to fully understand the technical
requirements of the cyber security system to ensure it is
effective.
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MOBILE CSSD PROVIDES FLEXIBLE ON-SITE CAPACITY

A

mobile or modular on-site sterilisation department
can ensure continuity during periods of
refurbishment or exceptional demand.

Refurbishing the sterilisation or decontamination departments
of a hospital – whether it is planned or the result of an
emergency – or replacing the equipment in it, can be a
daunting process. Additional space will be needed to set up
a temporary facility, and the entire flow of instruments within
the hospital risk being disrupted.
Sterilisation and decontamination departments are often in
use seven days a week, and are critical for the flow of patients
and procedures to carry on unhindered. It is also essential that
decontamination of any instrument used in a hospital setting
meets the latest standards, including AS/NZS 4187:2014, and
this can be difficult to achieve with a temporary setup.

DECANTING THE CSSD
Hospitals without the space or the budget to reconstruct a
new or temporary internal sterilisation or decontamination
department have limited options. Using a neighbouring hospital’s
sterilisation facilities temporarily, or outsourcing the whole process,
means sending instruments to an off-site location.
This means the hospital could be faced with delays in getting
vital instruments back to the department, an increased risk of
contamination and the hospital may also need to buy more
instruments to cover the increased ‘downtime’.
Another other option is to deploy a flexible, mobile or modular
solution which allows cleaning to continue take place onsite. One example is Q-bital’s mobile Central Sterile Services
Department (CSSD) unit, which now available in Australia.
Fully integrated and designed to provide replacement capacity,
it will help hospitals to continue delivering the vital service of
cleaning, sterilising and repackaging of surgical instruments
during a temporary service disruption or exceptional demand.

A FLEXIBLE ON-SITE SOLUTION
The mobile CSSD units offered by Q-bital are compliant with
the latest Australian standards, and can be brought to any
hospital site, allowing all processes to continue uninterrupted
with sterilisation activity being kept on site, and utilising the
hospital’s existing staff.
The sterilisation process is strict for surgical instruments; the
water used in the sterilisation process needs to be purified
and disinfected and the air in the department needs to be
filtered to ensure optimal cleanliness. A unidirectional flow of
instruments also needs to be ensured.
Q-bital’s CSSD unit, which is completely stand-alone, takes
care of all this and contains all facilities and equipment
needed for the process. Units contain an integrated RO
system with water softener and brine tank to ensure water
quality meets all requirements, and provide HEPA-filtered
environmental air. Integrations for the hospital’s own track and
trace system are also provided, allowing the hospital to retain
control over the flow of instruments.
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Mobile sterilisation departments have one-way flow and
incorporate a pre-cleaning area with a manual clean
workbench, washer disinfectors and steam sterilisers, a clean
packing room and a post sterilisation processing room, as
well as dirty and clean utility areas. A staff changing area,
including WC and hand washing facilities, is also provided for
the comfort of staff working in the unit.

SUITABLE FOR ANY SITE
A flexible mobile CSSD or endoscope decontamination facility
can be installed very quickly with a minimum of preparation,
depending on the characteristics of the site. All that is needed
is a relatively flat hard standing area, such as a car park or
concrete pad, along with connections to utilities within a
reasonable distance from where the unit will be placed.
As well as the space required for the unit itself, which is around 15
x 8 metres, additional space may be needed for steps, ramps
and connecting corridors. Evaluation visits can be provided if
required, and a site survey, risk analysis and support with planning
forms part of Q-bital’s commitment to the hospital.
Q-bital works closely with the hospital throughout the
commissioning and validation process that takes place once
the unit has arrived on site, and provides full training and
induction on the unit, which includes ‘sign-off’ of hospital staff.
For many hospitals, achieving compliance with the new AS/
NZS 4187:2014 sterilisation standards will mean remodelling or
upgrading the central sterilisation department, and bringing a
fully compliant mobile CSSD unit on-site will enable this to be
achieved with a minimum of disruption.
Get in touch on info@q-bital.com to find out more about
mobile CSSD availability in Australia.
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PUSHING HEALTHCARE TECHNOLOGY
BOUNDARIES
HEALTHCARE ENGINEERING ACCOMPLISHMENTS NOW
AND LOOKING TO THE FUTURE
By Rafx Hamilton

Case Study: Cabrini Health Gandel Building Development

I

n the modern healthcare environment fast and
reliable communication and data transfer becomes
a more critical and expected part of the infrastructure
landscape with multiple options available.
As technology moves forward to enable the sharing and
storing of data and communications information and
the lines between various support functions blurs, “future
proofing” of infrastructure as best as possible becomes
more difficult for health care engineers.
Different user groups within a hospital have different
information and connectivity requirements. Thoughtful
infrastructure development can improve communication
and connectivity, drive efficiencies and most importantly
enhance the experience of the patient, practitioner and
others using the health care facility.
This case study will provide an overview of the infrastructure
installed in the recently completed Cabrini Health Gandel
building to facilitate data sharing and communications,
and some of the considerations that led to the installation
of that infrastructure.
Cabrini Health is a Catholic, not for profit, healthcare
organisation located in the south eastern suburbs of
Melbourne. We are owned by the Missionary sisters of the
Sacred Heart of Jesus, (the Cabrini Sisters).
The age of the buildings at our main Malvern site ranges
from the late 1950’s through to 2019. We have just
completed construction of our new “Gandel Wing” named
for John Gandel – one of our principal donors. This building
has state of the art architecture and engineering and
includes a high tech data backbone and connectivity
designed to assist us to deliver the best outcomes for
patients, families, doctors and staff.

This new Gandel building was recently featured in a Vogue
Living article in August under the title “Is this the world’s
most beautiful hospital?”
So how did we go about creating this new building on our
existing site?
We first had to relocate the basement plant room contents
of an existing building and all infrastructure within it – as this
plantroom was located within the footprint of the proposed
Gandel Wing. This infrastructure included 4 chillers that
supplied chilled water to most of the existing facility, key
pipelines in the medical gases infrastructure, including
the main oxygen feed to the entire facility, key parts of our
electrical infrastructure, including a substation that supplies
4 of our other existing buildings.
Once the plant room was relocated into the basement of
another building we demolished the existing 4 level 1970s
building, (2 down, 2 up), that was sitting metres away from
the rest of the operational buildings on the site.
Excavation then began to prepare the site for the new
building of 11 levels in total: (4 down, 7 up). The new
building includes two radiation therapy bunkers in the B4
basement, and multiple levels of basement car parking
with end of trip change and shower facilities on level B1
accessible from the outside.
We expanded our existing A&E department on the
ground floor, our cardiac facilities on the first floor, and our
maternity facilities on the second floor, with other general
medical wards above that including an oncology infusion
treatment area. The level of the wards in the new building
complements the other wards and medical precincts in
the buildings that surround them.
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The new Gandel building was designed by Bates Smart
and it was built by Kane Constructions. To quote a recent
Vogue magazine article on the building, “The Bates Smart
approach was about creating spaces for healing, rather
than simply treating illnesses,”
The Gandel building took 8 years of planning, 2 years
to construct, and was opened in July 2019 at a cost of
approximately $120M.
We wanted to incorporate cutting edge design and the
latest technologies with the aim of enhancing patient
comfort & safety, improving energy efficiency over our
existing building stock and to provide work spaces that
enable staff, doctors and support services to deliver the
best possible care and outcomes. To achieve some of
these outcomes we had to look closely at the activities
within the hospital, the building orientation, and we often
became heavily involved in data networks that blurred the
line between IT and building equipment and infrastructure.
Some of the new (to us) mechanical infrastructure we have
installed:
• A chilled beam system to all patient rooms. While this is
actually old technology, it is the first time we have used
this type of system and it was selected for its energy
efficiency.
• The main air supply system for the chilled beams is
fed from four air handlers, one for each façade of the
building to allow for expected variance of weather
conditions and their impact on each aspect of the
building.
• All exhaust air leaves the building via a large plant room
heat exchanger that provides pre heating for the fresh
air supply from the top floor plant room, which acts as a
plenum chamber.
• Rain water from the roof is collected in basement tanks
and reused for flushing in the ground floor visitor’s toilets.
Data networks are essentially a highly flexible
communications infrastructure. People often use the
term the “Internet of Things” and I have taken and
amalgamated a few definitions of the internet of things
into this one:
“The Internet of Things refers to the ever-growing network
of stand-alone physical objects (natural or man-made)
that feature an IP address to transfer data over a network,
that allows for monitoring or control of that object and
other objects. It includes the communication that occurs
between these objects and other Internet-enabled
devices and systems and the networks that join them. It
essentially describes an intersection between IT networks
and physical items in the environment.”
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The truth is that we have had a lot of this type of data
infrastructure for a long time. Some common examples
of this are the BMS & security systems common to many
buildings. These systems have used data networks for
their distributed architecture and communication to high
level interfaces (HLI) or hard wired interfaces of plant and
equipment for a long time.
In the industrial world we have used programmable
logic controllers (PLC) and system control and data
acquisition (SCADA) systems to control and monitor all
sorts of plant and equipment for over 40 years, and these
technologies have always utilised various data networks
and communications protocols to monitor and control
equipment.
So the internet of things is really nothing new. What is new
about these networks is the variety of ways things can
interconnect, (including the physical infrastructure and
the communications protocols used), the greater variety
of things that can be connected and can communicate
with each other and the speed and volume of data
communication enabled by the new infrastructure and
protocols.
This communications technology is developing quickly and
whatever you install today you can bet it will not be the
latest thing in 12 months’ time, but it is not rocket science,
(or at least it doesn’t have to be).
In the modern world people expect to have access to lots
of data quickly and easily. In the health care setting this
can apply to patients and their families within the facility,
and patients outside the facility accessing home based
care and the staff delivering that care, but also other user
groups. We were looking for efficiencies and functionality
outcomes for all users. To achieve this we had to consider
the needs of all key user groups, patients, doctors, hospital
administration, support staff etc. We considered many
aspects such as what patients and families want during
their hospital stay, what doctors want when interacting
with their patients, what the hospital management wants
to enable efficiencies and monitor performance, and
then we considered how the internet of things could
enhance the facility functions to enable these outcomes.
Good communication technologies can assist to build
the right connections between the relevant user groups
and equipment, and can enable them to transfer that
information quickly and efficiently.
One of the things we discovered on this journey is that
there are lots of way to achieve an outcome. Everyone will
claim to have the solution you need…. and they will often
try to baffle you with bull. Sometimes they can deliver on
their promises, but this may come at a significant cost that
you may not want to or be able to pay.
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There are other traps in setting up these complex data
networks and trying to use them to connect “things” in
your facility and to share information. Some examples of
these traps are that not everything will talk to everything
else easily, not everyone will live up to their promises, and
not everyone will play ball when you need them to do
something to achieve your desired outcome. You need to
have a really strong IT department on your side when you
start developing this sort of technology. You also need to
be really detailed in your scope of works to try to ensure
you catch every possible variable. Another thing you
need is to select a good middleware provider who can
customise their software to suit your requirements and will
provide the correct level of support. Some of the suppliers
of this software will charge outrageous prices for their
products, while others may not.
I believe that all software used in this type of scenario
needs to have a good user interface part of the offering.
A good user interface will enable simple monitoring
of data transfer/movement and should provide easy
troubleshooting of the network if faults do occur. The key to
a good interface is that it should enable the people on the
ground to be able to trace data pathways to determine
where a data stream failed.
So a lot of this internet of things infrastructure that we have
installed is outside of the engineering realm. But a lot of it is
also shared because of the nature of the network and the
things attached to, communicated to and controlled by it.
Our infrastructure data network took a number of different
vendors to achieve the outcome and it is tied together by
a key piece of custom built integration software.
There are definitely risks in developing this type of data
network. There is a risk in using custom built software, we
needed to find a provider we considered reliable and
able to provide the backup and support we needed. They
also needed to be savvy enough to take our vision and
develop a package that would achieve our desired results
and then implement it reliably. And finally, we needed
them to be able to provide effective service support. So
it was a case of finding a balance between a large and
inflexible supplier and a small flexible supplier that couldn’t
provide the required support.
The starting point of our data network is our Patient
Allocation software, (PAS). This software allows us to know
key patient details and where they are located in the
hospital. PAS is connected to a variety of devices and
servers that communicate with each other, an internal
mail server to distribute emails as required to report and
notify people of events,
Patient food management software to enable efficient,
timely and cost effective delivery of the correct food to

patients, and communications software to utilise a variety
of communication options for patient’s and staff.
We integrated the nurse call software and the BMS and
security systems to provide enhanced communications
and service levels. The new Building Management
System we have installed includes plant monitoring
and management, including power, gas and water
consumption throughout the facility, with totalisation, data
logging and alarming. The BMS also provides mechanical
services control, alarming to remote devices, and
integrated security for door control and cameras.
The installation of a Digital Addressable Lighting Interface
(DALI) smart lighting system was installed that integrates
with the nurse call system and means we can program
day and night modes for the wards to subdue lightning
after hours and enable patients to control their room
lighting as they wish. Interconnection of the lighting control
with the nurse call system also means an emergency nurse
call will automatically override any local settings and bring
the relevant room lighting to full brightness. All handrails in
the building have hidden digital lighting installed to light
main pathways around the ward and to provide subdued
lighting between the bed and the toilet in the patient room
We are trialling a Bluetooth wandering system to monitor
babies and other patients that will either alarm if a
baby leaves the area or potentially lock down doors if a
wandering patient gets too close to them.
We installed remote fire panel monitoring across the entire
site to improve fire alarm response. In event of a fire alarm,
messages are distributed to key personnel to immediately
advise them of the locality of the alarm.
In the patient and medical space we installed Room
Information Screens (RIS) at the room door to display
patient information, nurse calls, maintenance requests
and basic food service requests. The Patient Entertainment
Screens (PES) located at the bedside are linked to big
screen TVs on the wall to allow the patient internet, TV
and radio access, and to display medical and hospital
information to the patient at the touch of a button. Food
monitoring software enables patients and staff to order
food from the bedside (within their dietary restrictions) and
have it delivered by local support services staff.
We have installed Point of Care PCs in each room
allow doctors to connect their device to show patients
information on their TV screen or mobile device and to
record information electronically in the patient room.
The nurse call system we installed is distributed, but
messaging from the handsets is sent via the middleware
software to mobile devices carried by ward staff. New
multifunction “smart” handsets allow SMS, email and
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phone messages to be easily sent to key personnel.
They are connected to the nurse call system to directly
inform a nurse of a call, with an escalation protocol that
expands the message to more recipients if the initial call
is not responded to in a timely manner. It also enables
us to monitor the connection of each primary nurse call
controller in each room. This enables pre-emptive warning
of a nurse call controller failure prior to it being detected
by the patient or the nurse.
Mail and messaging servers on the network enable
messages and alarming across the organisation to a
variety of devices via a many methods.
In some areas where wards crossed between new and old
buildings we had to integrate the existing nurse call system
and the new nurse call system. This involved some clever
programming and data flows in the middleware software
to enable us to take messages from the old system and
insert them into the new system and then enable the new
system to display those messages across both wards.
The new communications system we installed needed to
be flexible and carry a lot of data traffic. This required use
of multiple servers to perform different functions within the
system and distribute the data traffic load. To make our
communication network function as desired we needed
to amalgamate our new communications devices and
network with our existing mobile, DECT and pager networks.
The new system enables us to communicate as required
between old and new devices and software.
We can send messages from the Room Information
Screen for a maintenance request or the Patient
Entertainment Screen for a food request. These messages
are sent to the required type of device carried by
each relevant staff member, and that staff member
acknowledges the request on the RIS when they attend. All
these movements are traceable so response times can be
managed.
You would think that with all this data transfer and
communication networks the possibility of issues would
be relatively high. So what issues did we have when we
opened the new building? Not the ones we would have
expected.
The chilled beam system gave us issues due to placement
of sensors and averaging across zones and the tuning
of the main air supply controls took a while. We had
plumbing leaks in mechanical, domestic water supplies
and sewerage systems. We had vinyl flooring issues in
bathrooms causing drainage problems.
Some staff did not like the way the DALI lighting system
operates or its controls and were a bit rebellious toward it
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and did not want to understand it. We also had faults with
the Digital Addressable Lighting Interface (DALI) lighting
system, some lights just stopped working, and others
would come on and off of their own accord. And we had
difficulty getting accurate information about issues from
staff to help with fault finding.
The nurse call handsets operation was confusing to staff
and patients and we had many issues with people not
being able to operate the volume controls to hear the TV.
The cause turned out to be dual volume controls on the
handset, with one of them unlabelled.
Our new building has a cooling tower located on the
7th floor. Our old cooling towers are on the 3rd floor.
When attempting to integrate the two systems to provide
increased flexibility the engineers ran in to a lot of
unexpected trouble. The sets of interlocked valves installed
to manage the variance in condenser water head
pressures did not function as designed. At the time of
writing this issue has yet to be resolved.
Some key points to take away from this build are that
modern data technologies can assist us to deliver
improved healthcare outcomes and increased
efficiencies. The concepts behind these technologies are
not new but the applications and delivery methods are
forever expanding the opportunities.
In our Gandel wing we have created a high tech hospital
building with the needs and desires of patients, staff and
the hospital in mind. Utilising the internet of things and
clever data transfer methods we aimed to assist the health
care staff to deliver the safest, most comfortable facility
with the latest technology to assist them to deliver the best
possible health care outcomes.
The limitations to what you can do are really only in your
imagination and the size of your organisation’s wallet and
there are lots of options available to achieve whatever
outcome you desire. Some vendors will unfortunately
make promises that they cannot deliver on. And to deliver
the desired outcomes you will require a collaborative
approach between management, medical staff,
engineers, vendors, and a highly capable IT department.
Having a good middleware provider is also critical
to enable these types of data and communications
networks. The middleware is the hub of your network that
brings all the equipment together and allows you to
achieve your aims.
Does what we have installed achieve our vision? While not
perfect, I think it does.
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FULL STEAM AHEAD
A COMPACT ANSWER FOR STEAM STERILISATION
Following on from recent articles discussing the benefits of cental
plant clean systems being incorporated into CSSD’s for the longevity
of the hospital, this feature provides a “sneak peek” into the next
generation Spirax Sarco Clean Steam Generating package.
Spirax Sarco has launched its new ‘clean steam generator’
throughout Europe and will soon make its way to Australia and New
Zealand. This package is designed specifically to deliver consistent
and reliable clean steam for the reusable equipment sterilisation
process. This new design has been born from a global industry
assessment incorporating functional and advanced features for
the “next generation” hospital.
Firstly to re-cap, using steam is a simple, fast, and safe way to
disinfect reusable equipment but to be as effective as possible,
and reduce risk of wet packs or extended sterilisation cycle times, a
continuous supply of high-quality clean and dry steam is required.
The most effective way to reduce disruptions and re-processing
that result from failed loads due to insufficient steam supply or wet
packs, is to consider generating steam through a Clean Steam
Generator system (CSG).
This CSG is compact and has a larger load range differential and
offers the thermal capacity required of a busy CSSD. Independently
verified and designed to produce steam inline with AS/NZ4187, this
generator goes beyond the prescribed limits of EN285 (minimum
dryness value of 95%) and considers the future integration with
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hospital monitoring systems. The system is controlled and optimised
using a modern PLC and touchscreen interface allowing the ability
to consistently monitor steam producing conditions, retransmission
and integration into the hospitals’ verification and compliance
procedures further validating load sterility.
The unit features an in built de-aeration head, consistently driving
off non-condensable gasses when operational. This means that
steam is available at the right conditions the moment the autoclave
is loaded. Testing and validation to EN285 is performed outside
sterile areas reducing potential contamination and interruptions to
CSSD for these and additional maintenance purposes. This solution
enables complete integration to high sterile humidification air
streams and segregated duties as depicted in the Figure 1 below.
Get in contact with one of the Spirax Sarco process experts to
further explain and provide further information on release dates.
https://www.spiraxsarco.com/global/en-AU/contact-us
Figure 1. “Sneak
Peek” The New
Healthcare
CleanSteam
Generator

REGULARS
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solutions

Clean Steam Solutions
Steam Quality and Purity Testing
Steam Systems Optimisation
Instantaneous Hot Water Generation
Steam System Services
Steam System Audits | Installation & Commissioning | Service & Repair
For more information contact Spirax Sarco on 1300 774 729 (SPIRAX) or info@au.spiraxsarco.com
EasiHeat™ Instantaneous
Hot Water Generation

AH-CSG
Clean Steam Generator

Steam Quality Testing
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Destroys Bacteria
Fast facts.
Baxx is an environmental pathogen and air-borne
pollutant removal system.
The Baxx cold plasma technology kills Bacteria,
Virus, Moulds & Fungus spores by disrupting the
metabolism of their cell walls – no toxins, no
chemicals, no radiation.
There are neither filters to replace nor consumables
– no servicing and requiring only an occasional
clean. Install it and let it do the work. Ceiling or wall
mounted. 220v -240v.
Unique cold plasma technology to create Hydroxyl
Clusters which naturally kill all airborne pathogens.
These groups also react with odour causing
chemicals such as ammonia and methane gas to
produce neutral compounds such as Co2, Nitrogen
and Water. The harmless way to create a safer and
cleaner environment.

As used in UK and European hospitals,
and now fast being adopted in stainless
steel versions with resin fan motor for the
food manufacturing industry as well.

Protection for Residents & Staff.

Hydroxyls are the single most important cleansing agent in our environment.
* 33% more effective at oxidizing pollutants than ozone.
* 2.5 times more germicidal and fungicidal than liquid chlorine
* Perfectly safe to breathe and use in occupied spaces
In a room of 28m2 at 27ºC the Baxx reduced bacteria levels by 99.9% within 90 minutes, and viral traces were reduced by
88.96%. Ammonia levels reduced from 100% saturation down to zero in 30 minutes - without Baxx intervention the levels
are 48%. Decomposition and ethylene gases are also effectively reduced/eliminated by Hydroxyls produced by Baxx.
TESTS INDICATE EFFECTIVE ELIMINATION OF THE FOLLOWING ESCHERICHIA COLI (E COLI)
STAPHYLOCOCCUS AUREUS
LISTERIA MONOCYTOGENES
PSEUDOMONAS and ASPERGILLUS NIGER
CAMPYLOBACTER
BACILLUS SUBTILIS SPORE
SALMONELLA
SACCHAROMYCES CEREVISIAE
MRSA, C.DIFF(SPORE FORM) AND NOROVIRUS

www.baxx.com.au
www.baxx.biz (Singapore)
www.baxxuk.com
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MTA COOLING SOLUTIONS FOR MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY
MTA cooling systems are widely applied within modern medical
facilities, specialising in imaging and oncology technologies, for the
cooling of MRI, LINAC and PET machines.
MTA SpA have been focused towards product development to
meet the upcoming ERP2021 energy reduction program for Europe
as well as meeting local energy benchmarks in Australia.
Key development areas for the MTA range of air-cooled water chillers
include:

configuration condenser coils, optional internal chilled water buffer
tanks with choice of single or dual water pumps. This range also
provides a choice on refrigerant type, standard with R410A or option
of a lower GWP refrigerant, R545B.
For further details on the MTA product range visit our
website www.mta-au.com or contact us on 1300 304 177 /
email sales@mta-au.com.

TAEevo Tech:
This range of scroll compressor air-cooled process chillers now
covers nominal cooling capacities between 8 to 259 kWr as well
as introducing key energy saving technologies such as electronic
expansion valves, variable speed condenser fans and oversized
condensers to reduce compressor discharge pressures and increase
maximum ambient run temperatures.

Aries Tech 2:
Complete redesign of the Aries Tech scroll compressor air cooled
chiller range.
Now offering nominal cooling capacities of 162 to 945kWr, this
range now comes as standard with shell & tube evaporators, V

THE BAXX SYSTEM
Right now, along with Bird Flu, Foot & Mouth , Sars , and Swine Flu
comes the Corona Virus to plague us all.

VIRUSES: in controlled environments (as above) viral traces were
reduced by 88.96% after 90 minutes.

The Baxx can kill all respiratory diseases while they are airborne.

FUNGI: tests on rice placed in a high humidity environment for one
week, found that mould growth and spore production completely
arrested in a Baxx environment as opposed to complete
inundation of the rice in a non Baxx controlled environment.

Baxx is not a spray or chemical, nor ions or radiation. It produces
natures own hydroxyl clusters to eliminate airborne pathogens. It is
a polished stainless steel unit to mount high on a wall or from the
ceiling not unlike a split AC unit in appearance. It only requires a
240v supply – no other consumables or maintenance required.
BACTERIA: testing on air-borne pathogens found the Baxx system to
be up to 99.9% effective in removing bacteria after 90 minutes.

AMMONIA: Ammonia concentrations were reduced from 100% to
0% within 30 minutes as compared to 48% by natural reduction.
Many smells and odours are quickly eliminated by a Baxx.
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Green Star/Rating tools/Compliance

GREEN STAR/RATING TOOLS/COMPLIANCE
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INFECTIOUS CLOTHING

Infectious Clothing was founded by Pete Doran who was working
as a nurse in the busy emergency department of Sydney’s Royal
North Shore Hospital in 2001.
Like most ER nurses at the time, Pete found the uniforms
uncomfortable and impractical for the job and battled finding
the time to source the right scrubs, shoes, and other accessories.
Frustrated by not being able to find what he wanted, he began
sourcing his own. After months of finding everything he needed,
Pete along with Sally his wife, launched what has now become
one of the leading health care uniform suppliers in the country—
Infectious Clothing.
Beginning with a small range initially, they began supplying to the
two largest private hospitals in Australia and expanded their range
to include:

Scrubs
Footwear
Lab coats
Accessories
Clinical Corporate Wear
“We fit out entire teams with professionally designed, branded
uniforms from reception and administration teams through to
nurses, doctors, allied health, maintenance and hospitality teams
Pete said.
“It’s a great industry to be in, with Pete’s fantastic insight we
enjoy making a difference in how people feel at work with our
functional, long lasting, good looking uniforms. It hasn’t been easy
for them—it’s challenging to get everything you need in the one
place, that’s why we began Infectious Clothing—to provide great
quality products in one place with quick turnarounds, and full
support” Sally said.
Pete added, ‘We have a wonderful customer service team who
have a decade of wisdom now to simplify the personalised

process—it’s easy and effective. Best of all is the feedback—
clients love their teams more professional appearance from
reception, to nurses, carers and management—it’s streamlined
and workplace pride is higher with the inclusive culture a full team
uniform fit out brings”.
“Ordering for a team with varying roles can be frustrating and
time consuming, but we eliminate all that and are well versed
in helping clients from individuals to large, thousand staffed
hospitals” Sally said.
“Time is always an issue for our clients, we get the last thing they
want to do is spend hours searching several stores for their shoes,
uniforms and accessories, that’s why we have everything here
to try, a catalogue they can browse through at work, an online
ordering system, or we can do a pop-up on site store at their
workplace, and provide fitting guidance to help make it easy”
Pete added.

WHY CHOOSE INFECTIOUS?
Free Uniform Review – let us look at all aspects of
your current uniform program
Free Samples – try before you buy
Quick – easy, efficient ordering system
Personalised – with our inhouse embroidery service
Convenient – full uniform solutions in the one spot
Dedicated – account manager
Knowledgeable – friendly, helpful customer service
Quick turnaround – express courier and postage
Retail fitting – instore or we come to you
Space saving – we store your uniforms in our
warehouse saving you space
Call for a free review 1300 661 475
info@infectious.com.au, www.infectious.com.au
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THE TRISTEL RA

DESIGNED TO FULLY COMPLY WITH ISO 15883, HTM 01-06 AND AS/NZS 4187 FOR
ENDOSCOPY FINAL RINSE WATER
HTM 01-06 states:.

HTM 01-06 states:

2.11 The nature and extent of treatment will depend in part on the
quality of the local water supply. Therefore, when a new installation
is being planned, analysis of the water supply will provide a useful
guide for the plant and equipment required to treat the water and
may include at least the following steps:

Disinfectant addition

• pre-filtration to remove larger particulate matter (5 µm)
• filtration through pre-filter and a bacteria retentive filter
(0.22 µm)
• water deionisation
• RO
• addition of non-toxic disinfectant
The Tristel RA is the only product on the market that provides all the
above. Where the Tristel RA is unique from RO systems, is Tristel’s
patented non-toxic disinfectant. The Tristel RA offers all the benefits of
an RO system, with the additional bonus of guaranteed bacteria free
final rinse water samples directly from your EWDs. Tristel’s patented
Chlorine Dioxide, creates an oxidised environment that bacteria
cannot live in. Chlorine Dioxide is proven to pernitrate, remove and
prevent the build-up of Biofilm.

2.62 Residual chlorine remaining
in a reprocessed endoscope
may reduce the possibility of
biofilm formation and growth of
contaminants.
2.82 The addition of a non-toxic
biocide to the final rinse-water
may help prevent the formation of
biofilm.
RO companies may use chemical
disinfection for their own systems
but do not get that confused with
chemical dosing of the final rinse
water.
Contact Tristel – 1300 680 898 or https://www.tristel.com/au/

tristel-products/tristel-ra

For further details on the Alere paediatric cot please visit
our website www.4healthcare.com.au or contact us on (08)
9302 4757 or email customerservice@4healthcare.com.au

4Healthcare is a leading manufacturer, supplier and repairer of
medical equipment in Western Australia. We pride ourselves on
providing a quality service and experience to our customers. With
national distribution partners our services are available in all states
and territories across Australia.

4Healthcare is proud to present the Alere.
The Alere is a manually operated, fixed height paediatric cot with
the focus of creating a more contemporary aesthetic for the patient
and family. The design features assist in providing an enhanced
experience for medical staff and families caring for their loved ones.
Ease of use, functionality, safety, soft edges and cleaning practicality
are some of the key features of the cot. The unique aluminium side
rails form a soft calming feel while incorporating a sleek modern
look. The zero-gravity mechanism creates an effortless open and
closing motion of the side rails. The cot is fabricated in Australia from
quality materials to ensure a durable product with an excellence
finish.
With extensive in-house testing and development, the Alere cot has
received Australian Standards approval to ensure the safety of the
next generation.
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